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ABSTRACT 

Process variability mitigation and radiation hardness are relevant reliability requirements as 
chip manufacturing advances more in-depth into the nanometer regime. The parameter yield loss 
and critical failures on system behavior are the major consequences of these issues. Some related 
works explore the influence of process variability and single event transients (SET) on the circuits 
based on FinFET technologies, but there is a lack of approaches to mitigate the effects caused by 
them. For these reasons, from a design standpoint, considerable efforts should be made to 
understand and reduce the impacts introduced by reliability challenges. In this regard, the main 
contributions of this Ph.D. thesis are: 1) to investigate the behavior of FinFET logic cells under 
process variations and radiation effects; 2) to evaluate four circuit-level approaches to attenuate 
the impact caused by work-function fluctuations (WFF) and soft errors (SE); 3) to provide an 
overall comparison between all techniques applied in this work; 4) to trace a trade-off between 
the gains and penalties of each approach regarding performance, power, area, and SET cross-
section. Transistor reordering, decoupling cells, Schmitt Trigger, and sleep transistor are the four 
circuit-level mitigation techniques explored in this work. The potential of each one to make the 
logic cells more robust to the process variability and radiation-induced soft errors are assessed 
comparing the standard version results with the design using each approach. This Ph.D. thesis 
also establishes the mitigation tendency when different levels of variation, transistor sizing, and 
radiation particles characteristics such as linear energy transfer (LET) are applied in the design 
with these techniques. The process variability is evaluated through Monte Carlo (MC) simulations 
with the WFF modeled as a Gaussian function using SPICE simulations. The SE susceptibility is 
estimated using the radiation event generator tool MUSCA SEP3 (developed at ONERA), also 
based on an MC method, which deals both with radiation environment characteristics, layout 
features and the electrical properties of devices. In general, the proposed approaches improve the 
state-of-the-art by providing circuit-level options to reduce the process variability effects and SE 
susceptibility, at fewer penalties and design complexity. The transistor reordering technique can 
increase the robustness of logic cells under process variations up to 8%, but this method is not 
favorable for SE mitigation. The insertion of decoupling cells shows interesting outcomes for 
power variability control with levels of variation above 4%, and it can attenuate until 10% the 
delay variability considering manufacturing process with 3% of WFF. Depending on the LET, the 
design with decoupling cells can decrease until 10% of SE susceptibility of logic cells. The use of 
Schmitt Triggers in the output of FinFET cells can improve the variability sensitivity by up to 
50%. The sleep transistor approach improves the power variability reaching around 12% for WFF 
of 5%, but the advantages of this method to delay variability depends how the transistors are 
arranged with the sleep transistor in the pull-down network. The addition of a sleep transistor 
become all logic cells studied free of faults even at the near-threshold regime. In this way, the 
best approach to mitigate the process variability is the use of Schmitt Triggers, as well as the 
sleep transistor technique, is the most efficient for the SE mitigation. However, the Schmitt 
Trigger technique presents the highest penalties in area, performance, and power. Therefore, 
depending on the application, the sleep transistor or decoupling cells technique can be the most 
appropriate to mitigate the process variability effects. 

 
 

Keywords: microelectronics; circuit-level design; process variability; reliability; soft 
error; FinFET.  
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Abordagens em nível de circuito para mitigar a variabilidade de 
processo e os soft errors em células lógicas FinFET 

RESUMO 
A variabilidade de processo e a resistência a radiação são requisitos de confiabilidade 

relevantes à medida que a fabricação de chips avança mais a fundo no regime nanométrico. A 
perda de rendimento paramétrico e as falhas críticas no comportamento do sistema são as 
principais consequências destes problemas. Alguns trabalhos relacionados exploram a influência 
da variabilidade de processo e dos eventos transientes únicos (SET) nos circuitos projetados nas 
tecnologias FinFET, mas existe uma ausência de abordagens para mitigar eles. Por estas razões, 
do ponto de vista de projeto, esforços consideráveis devem ser feitos para entender e reduzir os 
impactos introduzidos pelos desafios de confiabilidade. Dessa forma, as principais contribuições 
desta tese de doutorado são: 1) investigar o comportamento de células lógicas FinFET sob 
variações de processo e efeitos de radiação; 2) avaliar quatro abordagens em nível de circuito para 
atenuar o impacto causado por flutuações na função trabalho (WFF) and soft errors (SE); 3) 
fornecer uma comparação global entre todas as técnicas aplicadas neste trabalho; 4) Traçar um 
balanceamento entre os ganhos e as penalidades de cada abordagem em relação ao desempenho, 
potência, área, seção transversal SET e largura de pulso SET. Reordenamento de transistores, e o 
uso de decoupling cells, Schmitt Triggers e sleep transistors são as quatro técnicas de mitigação 
em nível de circuito exploradas neste trabalho. O potencial de cada uma delas para tornar as 
células lógicas mais robustas à variabilidade de processo e aos soft errors induzidos pela radiação 
são avaliados comparando os resultados da versão padrão com o projeto usando cada uma das 
técnicas. Esta tese também estabelece a tendência de mitigação quando diferentes níveis de 
variação, dimensionamento de transistores e características das partículas de radiação, tais como a 
transferência linear de energia (LET), são aplicados no projeto com estas técnicas. A 
variabilidade de processo é avaliada através de simulações Monte Carlo (MC) com a WFF 
modelada como uma função Gaussiana usando simulações SPICE enquanto a susceptibilidade à 
SE é estimada usando a ferramenta gerado de eventos de radiação MUSCA SEP3 (desenvolvida 
na ONERA) também baseada em um método MC que lida com as características do ambiente de 
radiação, os recursos de leiaute e as propriedades elétricas dos dispositivos. De modo geral, as 
técnicas propostas melhoram o estado da arte, fornecendo opções à nível de circuito para reduzir 
os efeitos da variabilidade de processo e a susceptibilidade à SE, com menos penalidades e 
complexidade de projeto. A técnica de reordenamento de transistores pode aumentar a robustez 
das células lógicas sob variação de processo até 8%, mas este método não é favorável para a 
mitigação de SE. A inserção de decoupling cells mostra resultados interessantes para o controle 
da variabilidade de potência com níveis de variação acima de 4%, e esta técnica pode atenuar até 
10% a variabilidade de atraso considerando um processo de manufatura com 3% de WFF. 
Dependendo do LET, o projeto com decoupling cells pode diminuir até 10% a susceptibilidade à 
SE das células lógicas. O uso de Schmitt Triggers na saída das células FinFET podem melhorar a 
sensibilidade à variabilidade até 50%. A abordagem com sleep transistors melhora a variabilidade 
de potência em torno de 12% para 5% de WFF, mas as vantagens desse método para o atraso 
dependem de como os transistores estão posicionados em relação ao sleep transistor na rede pull-
down. A adição de um sleep transistor torna todas as células lógicas estudadas livre de falhas 
mesmo no regime quase limiar. Neste contexto, a melhor abordagem para mitigar a variabilidade 
de processo é o uso de Schmitt Triggers, bem como a técnica de sleep transistor é a mais eficiente 
para a mitigação de SE. No entanto, a técnica de Schmitt Triggers apresenta as maiores 
penalidades de área, desempenho e potência. Sendo assim, dependendo da aplicação, a técnica de 
sleep transistors pode ser a mais apropriada para mitigar os efeitos da variabilidade de processo. 

 
Palavras-chave: microeletrônica; projeto em nível de circuito; variabilidade de processo; 
confiabilidade; soft erros; FinFET.  
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Approches au niveau du circuit pour atténuer la variabilité des 
procédés de fabrication et les effets induits par l’environnement radiatif 

naturel dans les cellules logiques FinFET 

RESUMÉ 
Les contraintes imposées par le roadmap technologique nanométrique imposent aux 

fabricants de microélectronique une réduction de la variabilité de fabrication  mais également de 
durcissement vis-à-vis des erreurs logiques induits par l’environnement radiatif naturel afin 
d’assurer un haut niveau de fiabilité. Certains travaux ont mis en évidence l'influence de la 
variabilité de fabrication et SET sur les circuits basés sur les technologies FinFET. Cependant 
jusqu’à lors, aucune approche pour les atténuer n’ont pu être présenté pour les technologies 
FinFET. Pour ces raisons, du point de vue de la conception, des efforts considérables doivent être 
déployés pour comprendre et réduire les impacts générés par ces deux problématiques de fiabilité. 
Dans ce contexte, les contributions principales de cette thèse sont: 1) étudier le comportement des 
cellules logiques FinFET en fonction des variations de fabrication et des effets de rayonnement; 
2) évaluer quatre approches des durcissement au niveau du circuit afin de limiter les effets de 
variabilité (work-function fluctuation, WFF) de fabrication et des soft errors (SE); 3) fournir une 
comparaison entre toutes les techniques appliquées dans ce travail; 4) proposer le meilleur 
compromis entre performance, consommation, surface, et sensibilité aux corruptions de données 
et erreurs transitoires. Transistor reordering, decoupling cells, Schmitt Trigger, et sleep transistor 
sont quatre techniques prometteuses d’optimisation au niveau de circuit, explorées dans ce travail. 
Le potentiel de chacune d'elles pour rendre les cellules logiques plus robustes vis-à-vis variabilité 
de fabrication et de SE a été évalué. Cette thèse propose également une estimation des tendances 
comportementales en fonction du niveau de variabilité, des dimensionnements des transistors et 
des caractéristiques énergétiques de particule ionisante comme transfert d'énergie linéaire. Lors 
de cette thèse, la variabilité de fabrication a été évaluée par des simulations Monte Carlo (MC) 
avec une WFF modélisé par une fonction Gaussienne utilisant le SPICE. La susceptibilité SE a 
été estimée à partir de d’outil de génération MC de radiations, MUSCA SEP3. Cet outil est basé 
sur des calculs MC afin de rendre compte des caractéristiques de l’environnement radiatif du 
design et des paramètres électriques des composants analysés. Les approches proposées par cette 
thèse améliorent l'état-de-l'art actuel en fournissant des options d’optimisation au niveau du 
circuit pour réduire les effets de variabilité de fabrication et la susceptibilité aux SE. La 
Transistor reordering peut augmenter la robustesse des cellules logiques pour une variabilité 
allant jusqu’à 8%, cependant cette approche n’est pas idéale pour la mitigation des SE. 
L’utilisation de decoupling cells permet de meilleurs résultats pour le contrôle de la variabilité de 
consommation avec des niveaux de variation supérieurs à 4%, et atténuant jusqu'à 10% la 
variabilité du délai pour la variabilité de fabrication de 3% de la WFF. D’un point de vue SE, 
cette technique permet une diminution de 10% de la sensibilité des cellules logiques étudiées. 
L’utilisation de structure Schmitt Trigger en sortie de cellule logique permet une amélioration 
allant jusqu’à 5% de la sensibilité à la variabilité de fabrication. Enfin, l’utilisation de sleep 
transistors améliore la variabilité de fabrication d'environ 12% pour  5% de WFF. La variabilité 
du délai dépend de la manière dont les transistors sont disposés au circuit. Cette méthode permet 
une immunité totale de la cellule logique y compris en régime near-threshold. En résumé, la 
meilleure approche de mitigation de la variabilité de fabrication semble être l’utilisation de 
structure Schmitt Triggers alors que l’utilisation de sleep transistors est le plus adapté pour 
l’optimisation de SE. Ainsi, selon les applications et contraintes, la méthode de durcissement par 
sleep transistors semble proposer le meilleur compromis. 

 
Mots des clés: microélectronique; design au niveau circuit; variabilité de fabrication; fiabilité; 
soft error; FinFET. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

3T Three Terminal Transistor 

4T Four Terminal Transistor 
AOI AND-OR-Inverter 

ASAP7 7-nm Predictive Process Design Kit 
BEOL Back-End-of-Line layers 

BG Back-Gate 
BOX Buried Oxide 

BTI Bias Temperature Instrability 
CAD Computer-Aided Design 
CMOS Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor 

CMP Chemical-Mechanical Planarization 
DD Displacement Damage 

DIBL Drain Induced Barrier Lowering 
DRC Design Rule Check 

DRM Design Rule Manual 
EDA Electronic Design Automation 

ELT Enclosed Layout Transistor 
EM Electromigration 

EUV Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography 
FEOL Front-End-of-Line layers 

FER Fin Edge Roughness 
FET Field-Effect Transistor 

FG Front-Gate 
FinFET Fin-Shaped Field Effect Transistor 

GER Gate Edge Roughness  
GP Geometric Programming 

HBD Hardening By Design 
HCI Hot Carrier Injection 

HKMG High-K Metal Gate 
HP High Performance 

IC Integrated Circuit 
IG Independent-Gate FinFET 
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ITRS International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 

LE Logical Effort  
LELE Litho-Etch Litho-Etch 

LEO Low Earth Orbit 
LER Line Edge Roughness 

LET Linear Energy Transfer 
LIG Local-Interconnect Gate 

LISD Local-Interconnect Source-Drain 
LSTP Low Stand-By Power 

LVS Layout versus Schematic 
MBU Multiple-Bit Upset 

MGG Metal Gate Granularity 
MINLP Mixed Integer Non-Linear Program 

MOSFET Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor 
MOL Middle-of-Line layers 

MP Multiple Patterning 
MTS Minimum Transistor Sizing 

MTTF Mean Time To Failure 
NBTI Negative Bias-Temperature Instability 

NFET N-channel Field-Effect Transistor 
NIEL Non-Ionizing Energy Loss 

OAI OR-AND-Inverter 
OTS Optimized Transistor Sizing 

PDK Process Design Kit 
PDP Power-Delay-Product 

PFET P-channel Field-Effect Transistor 
PTM Predictive Technology Model 

PVT Process, Voltage, and Temperature 
RDF Random Dopant Fluctuation 

SADP Self-Aligned Double-Patterning 
SAQP Self-Aligned Quadruple-Patterning 

SCE Short-Channel Effects 
SEB Single Event Burnout 

SEE Single Event Effect 
SEGR Single Event Gate Rupture 
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SEL Single Event Latchup 

SER Soft Error Rate 
SET Single Event Transient 

SEU Single Event Upset 
SG Shorted-Gate FinFET 

SHE Single Hard Errors 
SOI Silicon-on-Insulator 

SPICE Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis 
SRAM Static Random-Access Memory 

SS Subthreshold Swing 
STI Shallow Trench Isolation 

TCAD Technology Computer-Aided Design 
TID Total Ionizing Dose 

TSMC Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company 
VDD Supply Voltage 

VLSI Very Large System Integration 
VTC Voltage Transfer Curve 

WFF Work-Function Fluctuation 
ZTC Zero Temperature Coefficient 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Novel materials and new device architectures had to be implemented in the integrated 

circuits to ensure the technology scaling sub-22nm (PRADHAN; SAHU; RANJAN, 

2016). The 3D structure and the lightly doped channel of FinFET devices imply in a 

significant reduction of leakage currents, superior immunity to the short channel effects 

(SCE), the increase of carrier mobility and a decrease of random dopant fluctuations 

(RDF) (KING, 2005) (AGOSTINELLI et al., 2010). All these characteristics helped to 

enhance the electrostatic control of the channel, one of the main challenges faced during 

the planar scaling. In this way, the adoption of FinFET devices brought several benefits 

for the semiconductor industry, maintaining the pace of less power consumption, better 

performance, and higher density.  

On the other hand, the small geometric patterns imposed by the advanced technology 

nodes raise essential topics related to the reliability of electronic systems. At nanometer 

regime, there are more potential sources of variability (COLLINS, 2014), the lower 

supply voltages increase the sensitivity to the external noise as well as  the higher density 

allows that a single energetic particle affects multiple adjacent nodes (ENDO et al., 2009) 

(BHUVA et al., 2015). These factors can compromise entire blocks of logic cells because 

they can modify the transistor structure and/or alter the electrical properties, decresing the 

integrated circuits robustness.  

The process variability represents a random deviation from the typical design 

specifications that stimulates the circuit degradation, abnormal power consumption, and 

performance divergence (TASSIS et al., 2014). FinFET technologies are more prone to 

the process variations due to the wavelength adopted in the lithography step and the use 

of high-k dielectrics to improve the gate control on the channel region (DESHMUKH et 

al., 2015). In the first case, as the wavelength has not kept pace with the technology 

scaling, the transfer of small geometric standards to the substrate surface results in a 

deviation in the device structure after the manufacturing process. On the other hand, the 

use of metal as gate material modifies the orientation of the grains, generating different 

work-functions (WF) aligned randomly that implies in higher work-function fluctuations 

(DADGOUR et al., 2010).  
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The soft error (SE) arises from the interaction of energetic particles with the silicon, 

coming from space and terrestrial radiations. In general, nanometer technologies decrease 

the minimum charge required to induce a single event transient (SET) pulse. This 

happens due to reduced nodal capacitances, low supply voltages, and also due to the 

higher frequency operations, which increases the probability of a memory element 

latching a SET generated in the combinational logic (BAUMANN, 2005). However, the 

FinFET disruptive nature is favorable to reduce the SE susceptibility. The connection 

between the transistor channel and the substrate occurs through a narrow region 

surrounded by isolation oxides, decreasing the volume of silicon exposed to the charge 

collection process. This modifies the sensitive areas, and consequently, it limits the 

increase of soft errors in the FinFET technologies (SEIFERT et al., 2015).  

Although the FinFET devices present attractive properties to control the radiation-

induced soft errors, other reliability challenges, such as the process variability, can 

modify the linear energy transfer (LET) threshold to induce a soft error. In this way, 

process variability mitigation and radiation hardness became two relevant reliability 

requirements as chip manufacturing advances more in-depth into the nanometer regime.  

1.1 Motivation  

Integrated circuits with process variations can fail to meet some performance or 

power consumption criteria, leading to the parametric yield loss and demanding several 

redesign steps. Radiation-induced soft errors can provoke temporary data loss inducing to 

critical failures on system behavior even at the ground level. Depending on the target 

application, soft errors also can result in human life losses. These consequences 

emphasize the importance of creating new design guidelines able to deal with the 

challenges imposed by sub-22nm technologies.  

The roadmap of most renowned semiconductor industries still points out the use of 

FinFET devices for the next generation of nanotechnologies. Additionally, a predictive 7-

nm FinFET process design kit (PDK) became available for the academic use allowing in-

depth research at the layout level (CLARK et al., 2016). From a design standpoint, these 

challenges require a detailed and accurate evaluation considering several test scenarios, 

and verifying all the unwanted effects caused on FinFET circuits. Furthermore, the 

exploration of mitigation approaches and the development of electronic design 

automation (EDA) tools are essential since the early steps of design to obtain more 

reliable circuits.  
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Several techniques can be applied in different abstraction levels for enhancing the 

reliability of circuits. On the literature, some works investigated the impact of process 

variability and the radiation effects on FinFET technologies, mainly at the device and 

electrical levels, but much less understand has been gained at the layout level. Moreover, 

only a few works proposed solutions to attenuate the effects caused by them. The most 

effective approaches in the literature for mitigating the process variations and transient 

faults are commonly related to the use of a different structure and/or material during the 

fabrication process, or hardware replication, respectively. However, manufacturing 

changes have an expensive cost with higher complexity involved, besides the hardware 

redundancy introduces large overheads. Circuit-level approaches that modify the circuit 

design can be interesting alternatives to achieve more robust solutions, with smaller cost 

of implementation and fewer penalties. 

1.2 Objectives 

Some researches adopt circuit-level approaches to increase the robustness or to 

optimize the performance and power consumption of circuits. However, to the best of our 

acknowledgment, only a few works indicate the influence of circuit-level techniques to 

reduce the process variability and radiation effects on FinFET technologies. In this way, 

the overall purpose of this thesis is to analyze potential methods at circuit-level to 

mitigate the impact caused by these challenges, knowing all the pros and cons of adopting 

it. This thesis is divided into the following steps to reach this objective: 

1. To investigate the behavior of FinFET logic cells designed at the layout level 

under process variations and radiation effects;  

2. To evaluate the effectiveness of four circuit-level techniques to mitigate the 

impact caused by work-function fluctuations and soft errors; 

3. To demonstrate the mitigation tendency when different levels of process variation, 

transistor sizing, and radiation particle characteristics, such as LET, are applied in 

the design using the circuit-level techniques;  

4. To trace a trade-off between the gains and penalties of each approach regarding 

the area, performance, power consumption, SET pulse width, and SET cross-

section; 

5. To provide an overall comparison between all techniques applied in this work and 

those available in the literature. 
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The circuit-level techniques explored in this work are the transistor reordering, and 

the insertion of decoupling cells, Schmitt Triggers, and sleep transistors in the design.  

Transistor reordering is based on the optimization of the transistor arrangements. The use 

of decoupling cells is a capacitive method. The Schmitt Trigger acts as a feedback 

scheme to minimize the ouput degradation. The addition of sleep transistors is a power-

gating strategy. The potential of each method to make FinFET logic cells more robust to 

work-function fluctuations and soft errors are assessed comparing the well-know 

predefined metrics of the standard design with the design adopting each technique.  

As a differential factor from most of the related studies, this thesis considers the 

ASAP7 PDK allowing the design exploration at the 7-nm node, that is the same 

technological node explored by the renowned semiconductor industries currently. 

Moreover, this work adopts a soft error prediction tool, MUSCA SEP3, which considers 

layout features coupled with radiation-induced currents modeled by the tool, and the 

electrical simulations (HUBERT et al., 2009).  

1.3 Work Organization 

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical foundation of 

FinFET devices. It contains the description of FinFET operation, a review of the 

technological evolution for the manufacture, and also discusses some points about the 

layout design and predictive models. Chapter 3 describes in details the two reliability 

challenges evaluated in this work: process variability and radiation-induced soft errors. 

Moreover, this chapter presents the four circuit-level mitigation techniques investigated 

in this work and how each one was implemented.  

Chapter 4 explains the methodology used in this work from the FinFET design to the 

evaluation of process variability and radiation susceptibility. This chapter also presents 

the typical behavior of FinFET logic cells for comparison purpose, i.e., without applying 

any circuit-level approach to mitigate the effects of WF variations and soft errors. 

Chapter 5 demonstrates the potential of each circuit-level technique applied in FinFET 

logic cells and technical drawbacks of each one. It also contains an overall comparison 

among the proposed techniques as well as a comparison with the related works. Chapter 6 

shows the conclusions, which reinforce the main contributions of this thesis and point out 

some future works.  
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2 THEORETICAL FOUNDATION  

This chapter explains the advantages in replacing planar devices by multigate 

devices to keep the technology scaling as well as the basic concepts related to FinFET 

technologies such as structure/properties of devices, advancement in the semiconductor 

industry, design rules for layout generation, predictive models, and process design kit 

information. This chapter helps to reinforce that FinFET devices are still extensively 

studied in academia and applied to industrial manufacturing processes, considering 

different test scenarios. 

2.1 Multigate devices 

The integrated circuits (IC) increase the transistor count in a same chip as the 

technology scaling down according to Moore’s Law, satisfying the demand for higher 

density, lower cost, more functionalities, superior clock frequency, and reduced power 

consumption (ANGHEL et al., 2007). Nevertheless, in each new technology node, it is 

harder to maintain the exponential growth rate incurring in higher design efforts and 

longer time to market. The high integration factor and the technology evolution brought 

new challenges for Very Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) designs. 

For several decades, the planar CMOS technology was the main core of integrated 

circuits, but the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) reached 

the physical limits (FRANK et al., 2001) (SAHA; BHOWMICK; BAISHYA, 2017). 

The control of the gate over the channel region suffers changes as the gate electrode is 

reduced. MOSFET devices required high channel doping to control the SCE such that it 

reflected in the mobility degradation and a significant increase of the leakage currents, 

affecting the transistor performance directly (ITRS, 2011). For ensure the advancement 

of microelectronics in sub-22nm nodes, novel materials, and new device architectures 

need to be adopted able to deal with the electrostatic control of the channel, reduction of 

leakage currents, decrease of the sub-threshold slope, and parametric yield loss 

(PRADHAN; SAHU; RANJAN, 2016).  

Multigate devices gained prominence for presenting better SCE control, reduced 

leakage currents, high driving capability, and a better yield (MISHRA; MUTTREJA; 

JHA, 2011). Hence, the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) 

pointed them as the most attractive choice to overcome obstacles and keep scaling down 
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(KING, 2005) (ITRS, 2011). There are a variety of multigate devices available reported 

in the literature such as the π-gate (PARK; COLINGE; DIAZ, 2001), Ω-gate (YANG et 

al., 2002), gate-all-around (GAA) (SINGH et al., 2006), FlexFET (WILSON et al., 

2007), and Trigate (CARTWRIGHT, 2011) (JAMES, 2012). However, the fin-shaped 

field effect transistor (FinFET) was predominantly adopted by the semiconductor 

industry mainly due to the similarity of the manufacturing process with conventional 

planar technologies.  

Figure 2.1 shows a basic comparison between the planar and FinFET structures. A 

FinFET device consists of a vertical silicon fin to form the channel region and to 

connect the source and drain regions at each end. The vertical fin wraps the gate region, 

and a MOS channel is formed at the two sidewalls plus top-side of the fin. The fin-like 

geometry implies in no free charge carriers available, making the suppression of SCE 

possible (KING, 2005). Unlike the MOSFET devices, FinFET channels have lower 

doping ensuring better mobility of the carries and consequently, better performance.  

 

Figure 2.1: The structural differences between MOSFET and FinFET devices 

 
Source: Adapted from (KAWA, 2012) 

 
The adoption of FinFET devices to keep the microelectronic advancements also 

improves the leakage power significantly in FinFET-based circuits, as shown in Figure 

2.2. A little increase of leakage power in sub-10nm FinFET nodes can be observed due 

to further challenges of technology scaling, but the dynamic power dissipation keeps 

growing as more transistors being packed together ensuring the best performance for the 

circuits (RANJAN, 2015). In general, FinFET devices offer interesting power-delay 

tradeoffs with advantageous characteristics for both low power and high-performance 

applications (MISHRA; MUTTREJA; JHA, 2011).  
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Figure 2.2: Planar CMOS and FinFET power consumption trends 

 
Source: Adapted from (MENTOR, 2014) and (RANJAN, 2015) 

 

FinFETs include additional properties to describe the fin configurations besides the 

length and width typical measures. The key geometric parameters for a FinFET are the 

gate length (LG), the fin height (HFIN), fin thickness (TSI/TFIN/WFIN) and oxide thickness 

(TOX), according to Figure 2.3 (a) and (b). Fin engineering (balancing the fin height, fin 

thickness, oxide thickness, and the channel length) is essential to minimize the leakage 

current, IOFF, and maximize the on-state current, ION (SWAHN; HASSOUN, 2006). 

Higher values of fin height can result in structural instability difficulting the 

manufacturing process and the SCE control. On the other hand, smaller fin height offers 

more flexibility, but this leads to more silicon area due to the need of multiple fins 

(BHATTACHARYA; JHA, 2014). The effective channel length (LEFF) and width 

(WEFF) of a single FinFET double-gate transistor are given by Equation 2.1 and 

Equation 2.2, respectively,  

 
LEFF = LG + 2 · LEXT                                               (2.1) 

WEFF = TSI + WMIN                                               (2.2) 

 
where the LEXT corresponds to the full extension of the source and drain regions, and 

the WMIN of a FinFET device is approximately equal to 2 · HFIN. In planar technologies, 

the transistor channel width can receive arbitrary values as long as it obeys the design 

constraints. For FinFETs, the channel width has a quantization characteristic using a 

discrete sizing (NOWAK et al., 2004). For scaling the effective channel width (W > 
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WMIN) it is necessary to increase the number of fins connected in parallel, which are 

sharing a common lateral diffusion, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a). The width of a FinFET 

with multiple fins is given by Equation 2.3, where NFIN is the number of fins. 

 

                          W = NFIN · WMIN                                                 (2.3) 

 
Figure 2.3: The key geometric parameters of FinFET devices  

 
Source: Adapted from (GUPTA; ROY, 2013) 

 

FinFET devices can be designed using different configurations for the gates and also 

for the substrate. In relation to the gates, FinFETs can be classified as shorted-gate (SG) 

or independent-gate (IG) (MISHRA; MUTTREJA; JHA, 2011). In the first case, the 

back-gate (BG) and the front-gate (FG) are tied together, physically shorted. The SG 

structure is very similar to MOSFET devices, with three terminals (3T) controlling the 

transistor operation. In this mode, both gates providing maximum gate drive making a 

favorable electrostatic control of the channel. However, the off-current is more elevated 

because it is not possible to regulate the device threshold voltage (VTH) electrically.  

The IG FinFET modifies the concept previously presented. The top part of the gate is 

etched out, generating two independent gates to control the channel. This format allows 

each gate to have a different input signal, generating a four-terminal (4T) transistor 

(BHATTACHARYA; JHA, 2014). Typically, back-gates are used to control the 

threshold voltage of front-gates to obtain even smaller leakage currents. Moreover, this 

configuration offers the designers more flexibility to create low-power circuits 

(ROSTAMI; MOHANRAM, 2011). The structural differences between SG and IG 

FinFET devices are shown in Figure 2.4. 

FinFET devices can be fabricated on conventional bulk or in silicon on insulator 

(SOI) substrates, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. In bulk FinFETs, all fins share a common 

silicon substrate, and the Shallow Trench Isolation (STI) oxide provides the insulation 

between the adjacent fins (BHATTACHARYA; JHA, 2014). On the other hand, the 
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SOI FinFET has a thin layer of oxide (SiO2), and the devices are manufactured on the 

top of the buried oxide (BOX). Bulk FinFETs present a set of benefits such as less 

expansive wafers, low defect density, less back-gate bias effect, better immunity to heat 

transfer problems, low NBTI stress, and similarity with the planar fabrication processes 

(POLJAK; JOVANOVIC; SULIGOJ, 2008) (AUTRAN; MUNTEANU, 2015). The 

disadvantage is the fin formation that happens by a timed etch process more prone to 

process variations. Moreover, this kind of substrate requires stronger doping that impact 

on the leakage currents causing mobility degradation. In SOI FinFETs, the fin structure 

is formed through a natural process, which stops when it reaches the buried oxide layer, 

reducing the impact of process variations (SWINNEN; DUNCAN, 2013). Furthermore, 

SOI substrates minimize parasitic capacitances and improve the current drive, circuit 

speed, and power consumption (COLLINGE, 2008).  

 
Figure 2.4: FinFET devices with different gate configurations: shorted-gate and 

independent-gate 

 
Source: Adapted from (SIMSIR; BHOJ; JHA, 2010) 

 

Figure 2.5: FinFETs fabricated with different substrates: bulk and SOI  

 

Source: Adapted from (CONLEY, 2014) 
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2.2 General Background of FinFET Technology 

The idea of transistors with multiple gates to attenuate the SCE was first announced 

by Sekigawa and Hayashi in 1984 (SEKIGAWA; HAYASHI, 1984). Some years later, 

a novel multigate device called DELTA with vertical ultra-thin structure provided better 

channel controllability, higher transconductance, and minimized subthreshold swing 

(HISAMOTO et al., 1989). The first FinFET with an SOI substrate was investigated in 

(HISAMOTO et al., 2000). They observed that for reducing the parasitic resistances, the 

devices need to be self-aligned to each other and with the source/drain terminals. The 

first experimental evidence using FinFET devices was a four-stage inverter chain 

(RAINEY et al., 2002), and a static random-access memory (SRAM) cell (NOWAK et 

al., 2002). Since then, FinFET devices have been widely explored in the last decades. 

The benefits in adopting FinFET devices to keep scaling and the comparison 

between MOSFET and multigate structures were discussed in (FRANK et al., 2001) 

(SOLOMON et al., 2003) (NOWAK et al. 2004) (SKOTNICKI et al., 2005) (HU, 2011) 

(KUHN, 2011) (DORIS, 2013). An explanation about the improvements of SCE in 

FinFET devices over traditional MOSFETs can be encountered in (HISAMOTO et al., 

2000) (TANG et al., 2001) (YU et al., 2002) (SAIRAM et al., 2007) (GU et al., 2008). 

The circuit design considerations for FinFETs and how it impacts on performance, 

power consumption and area were explored in (KING, 2005) (ZHAO; CAO, 2006) 

(COLINGE, 2008) (MISHRA; MUTTREJA; JHA, 2011) (BHATTACHARYA; JHA, 

2014). The electrical device characteristics such as threshold voltage analysis, ID x VG 

curves, power and performance estimates were done in (ROY et al., 2005) (TRIVEDI et 

al., 2007) (GUILLORN et al., 2008) (CHANG et al., 2011) (BOUKORTT et al., 2016). 

The advantages and drawbacks of SG and IG FinFET devices can be encountered in 

(SUBRAMANIANA et al., 2005) (AMBACQ et al., 2006) (BORREMANS et al., 

2008). Novel circuit styles using SG and IG FinFETs for low-power design and leakage 

current suppression were studied in (WEIMIN et al., 2005) (MUTTREJA; AGARWAL; 

JHA, 2007) (AGOSTINELLI et al., 2009) (ROSTAMI; MOHANRAM, 2011). Sizing 

techniques to improve performance, area and power consumption in FinFET circuits 

were evaluated in (SWAHN; HASSOUN, 2006) (GU et al., 2008) (POSSER et al., 

2014). Some geometric restrictions imposed by standard cell methodologies were 

presented in (ALIOTO, 2010) (ZHANG; PAN, 2012) (CHAUDHURI; MISHRA; JHA, 

2012)(KLEEBERGER; GRAEB; SCHLICHTMANN, 2013).  
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Sequential circuits and SRAM memories occupy a large fraction of the chip area in 

most of the designs. The behavior of them when adopting FinFET technologies were 

analyzed in (GUO et al., 2005) (JOSHI et al., 2010) (KANG et al., 2010) (ENDO et al., 

2011) (SACHID; HU, 2012). The behavior of the FinFET digital circuits under aging 

effects such as BTI and HCI was investigated in (WANG; COTOFANA; LIANG, 2012) 

(KHALID; MASTRANDREA; OLIVIERI, 2015) (RAMEY et al., 2015) 

(SOOTKANEUNG; HOWIMANPORN; CHOOKAEW, 2017) (HUANG et al., 2018) 

(HSU et al., 2018).  

2.3 The Advancement in the Semiconductor Industry 

In 1965, Gordon E. Moore proposed the Moore's Law. He predicted that the number 

of transistor on a chip doubles every two years with the same cost and improvements in 

the transistor performance (MOORE, 1965). Until now, the semiconductor industry 

adopts this prediction as a guide and from it set targets for research and development. 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the advancement of the nanometer regime as well as some 

techniques and materials used to keep scaling over the last few years. The high price of 

research, development, and manufacturing equipment led to a reduction in the number 

of semiconductor industries investing in advanced technological nodes. As an example, 

the GlobalFoundries recently decided to stop the design of chips at 7-nm FinFET 

technology. Nowadays, the race for more compact and technological chips happens 

mainly among the Intel, Samsung, and TSMC companies (HIBBEN, 2018). 
 

Figure 2.6: Advancements of the nanometer regime in the last few years 

 
Source: (SICARD, 2017) 
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The Intel Corporation was the first company to produce microprocessors using 

FinFET technology (AUTH, 2012). Both mobile models as the desktop processors 

adopted the 22-nm node and became available in the market in 2012. Ivy Bridge is the 

name used to represent all the first generation of Intel Core processors based on FinFET 

technology. Other semiconductor industries introduced FinFET circuits in the market 

since 2014.  

TSMC started the volume production of 16-nm FinFET node in 2014, obtaining 

circuits 50% faster, with 60% less power consumption. Shortly after, Intel introduced 

the 14-nm FinFET node. Compared with the first node, the fins of transistors are taller, 

thinner, and more closely spaced for improving the density, and decrease capacitances  

(SEIFERT et al., 2015). Still, in 2014, the Exynos7 was introduced in the market as the 

first mobile processor developed by Samsung on 14-nm FinFET technology offering 

about 20% more performance, and 35% power reduction than existing nodes. 

In 2016, Samsung, Intel, and TSMC announced the 10-nm FinFET node in the 

consumer market. Samsung devices improved 30% the area efficiency increasing the 

performance by 27% and reducing the power consumption by 40% (SAMSUNG, 2017). 

Intel Corporation presented circuits with 25% better performance and 45% lower power 

consumption (INTEL, 2017). For TSMC, the new node provided an improvement of 2X 

logic density along with 15% faster speed and 35% less power consumption. In 2017, 

the second generation of the 10-nm FinFET nodes with even more benefits was made 

available by Intel and Samsung.  

The mass production of 7-nm devices began in 2018. The TSMC launched 7-nm 

devices for mobile and also for high-performance computing applications with 

improvements of 1.6X logic density, 20% of higher speed and 40% of power reduction. 

In October, Samsung announced the beginning of wafer production using the 7-nm 

process using multiple patterning for selected layers. This technology enables a 40% 

area reduction along with 50% lower power and 20% higher performance when 

compared to the 10-nm process. For technology nodes below 10-nm, the most important 

metric is the transistor density. Thus, the 7-nm process offered by Samsung and TSMC 

is roughly equivalent to the 10-nm provided by Intel (ED SPERLING, 2017). Figure 2.7 

reinforces this statement and illustrates the transistor density comparison between the 

three more relevant semiconductor industries.  
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In 2019, Samsung informed that a 5-nm FinFET technology is ready for customer’s 

samples. This node reduces the mask layers presenting 25% logic area efficiency, and 

20% lower power or 10% higher performance. TSMC has plans to start the risk 

production in 5-nm FinFET node at the end of 2019, and the mass production in 2020. 

However, the scaling benefits are questionable for these 5-nm FinFET nodes. They are 

considered half-nodes because they do not provide the double density and significant 

improvements in power and performance metrics.  

 

Figure 2.7: Transistor density regarding the technology scaling in commercial FinFET 
technologies 

 

Source: Adapted from (HIBBEN, 2018) 

 

According to the consumer’s point of view, they wish a product that offers better 

performance for the lowest price with a reliable roadmap for future generations. For 

chips to get denser, the chipmakers have two options: try to extend FinFETs to 3-nm or 

migrate to gate-all-around (GAA) devices. The thinner geometric patterns imposed to 

each new FinFET node increase the probability of phenomenon like LER and MGG that 

modifies the ideal shape and features of the transistor channel preventing the transistors 

from working as desired. The deviation in the structure due to the process variability 

impacts mainly the performance of a transistor. For this reason, to continue the scaling 

with FinFET devices, it is necessary to mitigate the effects of process variability or to 

find a performance booster able to control the weak electrostatic of the channel.  
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On the other hand, the adoption of GAA devices implies in technical and cost 

challenges. The manufacturing process of these devices requires an extra step that 

involves extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUV) with a high level of complexity and 

multiple reliability issues. However, the implementation demands huge funding putting 

the technology out of reach for many consumer applications. With all these drawbacks 

in mind, the introduction of another node or the switching to an alternative device may 

be delayed beyond the target date of 2021. But the fewer modifications required the 

fewer problems that potentially can affect yield and time to market.  

2.4 Layout Design using FinFET Devices 

In general, the essential difference in the FinFET manufacturing process is the 

existence of fins. However, from a physical point of view, the procedure of fin 

formation is not a trivial task and requires high aspect ratio etches and higher stress for 

mobility enhancements imposing challenges in the design (KAWA, 2012). Figure 2.8 

highlights the differences between the layout of a transistor designed using MOSFET 

and FinFET technologies.  
 

Figure 2.8: Layout comparison of a MOSFET transistor and an SG FinFET device 
with three fins 

Source: Adapted from (CUI et al., 2014) 
 

In FinFET layouts, the conducting channel between the source and drain terminals is 

formed through the fins with local interconnect layers. The area occupied by fins in an 

SG FinFET device is given by Equation 2.4 
 

AFIN = (NFIN - 1) · PFIN                                                              (2.4)  
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where PFIN is the fin pitch, which corresponds to the distance between the middle 

section of two parallel fins. The disadvantage at the layout level for IG FinFET devices 

is the area needed for placing the two separated contacts of the gates. Hereafter, some 

experimental results are presented exploring the fundamental concepts of FinFETs at 

the layout level as well as methods to improve the layout density. 

According to Equation 2.4, there are two ways to improve the FinFET transistor 

area: reducing the fin pitch or the number of fins. The fin pitch can be defined through 

the lithography-defined and spacer-defined methodologies (ANIL, 2003) (ALIOTO, 

2010). In the first case, the minimum value of the fin pitch is set by the adopted 

technology node. Otherwise, in spacer-defined technique, the fin pitch can be halved 

due to an additional lithography step. The replacement of WMIN by 2 . HFIN in Equation 

2.3 indicates that the number of fins can be reduced by increasing the fin height. 

However, the increase of HFIN is restricted due to practical considerations. The 

acceptable ratio of HFIN/TSI in FinFETs should be around 2 (COLLINGE, 2008). 

Datta et al. (2007) presented the layout of an inverter with the IG model to estimate 

the area occupied of a 4T device considering a 45-nm technology node. They represent 

the area of the cell concerning the minimum spacing requirement (λ) proposed by 

Nowak et al. (2004). The area of inverter suffers an increase of 9.1% with IG structure 

due to the additional back-gate contact. Similar area penalty can also be observed in the 

NAND2 and NOR2 logic cells. However, in merged cells, the reduction in the number 

of transistors provoked an area contraction when compared to SG devices mainly in 

low-power circuit design. For ISCAS85 benchmark circuits, the IG devices obtained 

around 8.5% of area economy and 18% of power-saving over the SG structure with no 

performance penalty.  

Kumar and Kirubaraj (2010) investigated four FinFET logic design styles such as 

shorted-gate, independent-gate, low-power (LP) and hybrid (IG/LP) for a NAND2 cell. 

Moreover, rectangular and fin-shaped diffusion approaches were considered for all 

FinFET modes presented above. Power dissipation and performance were analyzed for 

each design style considering different supply voltages. The results were compared with 

the NAND2 cell implemented using traditional planar technology. In general, they 

conclude that power dissipation is smaller in the FinFETs logic design and even better 

when a fin-shaped diffusion is used. However, the average delay of all design styles 

using FinFET devices is more prominent than traditional planar technologies.    
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Alioto (2010) compared the lithography-defined and spacer-defined methods in 3T 

devices and the dependence of layout density with the fin height considering geometric 

constraints imposed by the standard cell library. The layout density of FinFET is better 

than planar CMOS even for moderately tall fins. The lithography-defined (spacer-

defined) FinFET cells exhibits an average area reduction by a factor of  0.95/0.58 = 1.64 

(0.68/0.52 = 1.31) when increasing HFIN from TSI to 4TSI. Hence, fin height is 

considered a powerful knob to improve the layout density in FinFET cells.   

Alioto (2011) compared the layout density of 3T, 4T, and mixed 3T-4T FinFET 

devices. His results demonstrated that 3T and MT devices in standard cell format have 

the same layout density compared to planar CMOS cells for low values of fin height. 

The results were even better when moderate fin height was applied. Instead, 4T devices 

have an unfavorable layout density due to the separated contacts of the front and back-

gates. Hence, the fin pitch must be higher than the minimum value allowed by the 

technology. The multi-finger layout structure used to implement very wide transistors 

also was evaluated. The two-finger 3T transistor has a 15% lower area ratio compared 

with the traditional devices with HFIN/TSI = 2. Figure 2.9 shows the two-finger structure 

for planar CMOS, 3T, and 4T FinFET layouts.  
 

Figure 2.9: Two-finger structure for (a) bulk CMOS devices, (b) 3T FinFET devices and 
(c) 4T FinFET devices 

 
Source: (ALIOTO, 2011) 

 
Wimer (2012) proposed an algorithm for converting planar transistors in multigate 

devices maximizing the number of fins in the target cell. This algorithm is also 

applicable from multigate source layout to multigate target layout for future technology 

nodes. He used a hard-IP reuse technique to ensure the migration of a physical layout of 

an existing chip into a new target technology with the same functionality and preserving 

all layout design rules. The place and route maintain the relative positions as in the 

source layout. The conversion flow has been successfully tested on full adders and 

sequential circuits.  
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McLellan (2014) presented a detailed comparison between the layout of an inverter 

designed in planar CMOS and FinFET technologies, as shown in Figure 2.10. The 

transistors have a number of fins equal to five. The FinFET design is composed of rows 

of source/drain with gate strips orthogonally. Single gates usually violate the design 

rules of FinFET technologies. Thus, the FinFET inverter has three gates (red) because 

every transistor must be finished with dummy gates on either side. It is not possible to 

cut off the diffusion by just ending the polygon as in the planar devices. The red hashed 

area in the middle of the FinFET inverter is the cut mask that separates the PFET and 

NFET transistors.  
 

Figure 2.10: Planar to FinFET layout differences 

 Source: (McLELLAN, 2014) 

 
Cui et al. (2014) built a standard cell library in 7-nm FinFET technology, choosing 

an adequate number of fins for the complementary networks of all logic cells. The 

standard cell library contains ten combinational logic cells with different drive strengths 

and three sequential logic cells activated on the positive-edge. The λ-based layout 

design represents the characterization of each cell with the same height. The power 

density report was made, including near-threshold and super-threshold operation for 

different ISCAS benchmarks. Results show that the power density of each 7-nm FinFET 

circuit is at least 10 to 20 times larger than the same circuit in 45-nm planar CMOS 

technology. Therefore, they conclude that careful thermal management is necessary for 

the FinFET technology nodes. 
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2.5 FinFET Predictive Models 

2.5.1 Technology models for SPICE simulations 
With the continuous advancement of technology, predictive models are essential in 

circuit designs to identify design requirements, explore challenges and possible 

solutions (SINHA et al., 2012). The basic idea is to consider previous results to develop 

a representative model that can be used to predict future outcomes. Multigate transistors 

have been extensively evaluated through TCAD simulation tools providing high 

precision. However, the simulation time for VLSI circuits can be huge. Electrical 

models for SPICE simulations require shorter computational time compared to 3D 

models, providing an alternative to aid circuit designers (MEINHARDT, 2014).  

Some predictive models based on SPICE simulations were developed for FinFET 

technologies (ZHAO; CAO, 2006) (ZHANG, 2014). However, these models do not 

represent an accurate behavior of the transistors needing some adjustments to be widely 

adopted. In 2012, a new generation of predictive technology model (PTM) for FinFET 

devices in sub-20nm technology nodes called PTM-MG was developed by Arizona 

State University (ASU) (SINHA et al., 2012) (PTM, 2018). These models provide high-

performance (HP) and low standby power (LSTP) versions, where the main difference 

is the threshold voltage adopted. The flow to generate the predictive models was based 

on Technology Computer-Aided Design (TCAD) model where the main parameters 

were scaled considering the ITRS trends. The reference values of geometric parameters 

and doping information for a set of predictive nodes from PTM are shown in Table 2.1. 

The main disadvantage of PTM is not allowing the simulation of FinFETs in the IG 

structure. Another model based on PTM-MG was proposed to fill this gap allowing the 

circuit simulation with different voltage in the front-gate and back-gate terminals 

(ZAREI, 2013).  

In 2016, another predictive model called ASAP7 developed by ASU in partnership 

with ARM Ltd became available to estimate the trends of the 7-nm FinFET technology 

(CLARK et al., 2016). This model is considered more accurate than the previous one 

because it considers realistic conjectures from the semiconductor industry. The ASAP7 

provides the typical (TT), fast-fast (FF) and slow-slow (SS) process models for the 

designers. However, the FF and SS models affect the ION/IOFF currents considerably. 

Table 2.2 shows a summary of the main geometric parameters and the doping 

characteristics in the simulations using the ASAP7 model.  
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Table 2.1: Geometric parameters and doping information of PTM-MG models 

Parameters 20-nm 16-nm 14-nm 10-nm 7-nm 
Supply voltage (V) 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75 0.70 
Gate length(nm) 24 20 18 14 11 
Fin height (nm) 28 26 23 21 18 
Fin thickness (nm) 15 12 10 8 6.5 
Oxide thickness (nm) 1.40 1.35 1.30 1.20 1.15 
Channel Doping ( m-3) 5x1023 1x1023 5x1022 2.5x1022 1x1022 
Source-Drain Doping (m-3) 3x1026 3x1026 3x1026 3x1026 3x1026 

W
or

k-
fu

nc
tio

n 
(e

V
)   HP 

NFET 4.38 4.41 4.42 4.42 4.42 
PFET 4.80 4.76 4.75 4.75   4.74 

LSTP 
NFET 4.56 4.58 4.60 4.60   4.61 
PFET 4.62 4.59 4.57 4.56  4.56 

Source: (SINHA et al., 2012) 

 

Table 2.2: Geometric parameters and doping information of ASAP7 models  

Parameters TT FF SS 
Supply voltage (V) 0.7 
Gate length (nm) 21 
Fin height (nm) 32 34 30 
Fin thickness (nm) 6.5 7 6 
Oxide thickness (nm) 2.1 
Channel Doping (m-3) 1x1022 
Source-Drain Doping (m-3) 2x1026 

Work-function 
(eV) 

NFET 4.37 
PFET 4.81 

Source: (CLARK et al., 2016) 
 

Both PTM and ASAP7 models allow the simulation of different FinFET structures 

(double-gate, triple-gate or quadruple-gate) as well as the substrate mode (bulk or SOI). 

For this, it is necessary to set the geomode and bulkmode parameters correctly in the 

technology file according to Table 2.3.  
 

Table 2.3: Setup for different structures and substrate 

 Geomode Bulkmode 
0 Double-gate SOI 
1 Triple-gate Bulk 
2 Quadruple-gate - 

Source: (CHAUHAN et al., 2015) 
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2.5.2 Process Design Kit (PDK) 

The FinFET PDK, cell libraries, and design flow used by the semiconductor 

industries are not available for academic use. In this way, the North Carolina State 

University (NCSU) and the ASU in collaboration with ARM Ltd proposed free and 

predictive PDKs exploring the 15-nm and 7-nm nodes, respectively (BHANUSHALI; 

DAVIS, 2015) (CLARK et al., 2016). Both PDKs are not tied to any specific foundry. 

This thesis focuses on the ASAP7 PDK because it allows design exploration at the 7-nm 

node that is the current technology used in the manufacturing process of the largest 

semiconductor industries. Moreover, the developers considered realistic design 

conjectures regarding lithography steps and the current technology competencies of 

commercial nodes. Table 2.4 shows a summary of the widths and pitches beside the 

kind of lithography adopted for all layers from ASAP7 PDK. 

Table 2.4: Key layer lithography assumptions, widths, and pitches  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

a Corner to corner spacing as drawn         b horizontal only 
Source: (CLARK et al., 2016) 

 
The lithography step uses ultra-violet light to transfer the geometric patterns to the 

thin wafers of silicon. FinFET technologies tried to adopt single exposure (SE) and 

extreme ultra-violet (EUV) for all layers to provide simple and cost-effectiveness 

designs. However, the wavelength has not kept pace with the device scaling, 

introducing challenges to print the small standards required when the technology nodes 

reach to 14-nm and beyond (RIEGER, 2012). Multiple patterning (MP) is the method 

used to overcome some lithography limitations and ensure enough resolution in the 

Layer Lithography Width/drawn 
(nm) 

Pitch 
 (nm) 

Fin SAQP 6.5/7 27 
Active EUV 54/16 108 
Gate SADP 21/20 54 
SDT/LISD EUV 25/24 54b 
LIG EUV 16/16 54 
VIA0-VIA3 EUV 18/18 25a 
M1-M3 EUV 18/18 36 
M4-M5 SADP 24/24 48 
VIA4-VIA5 LELE 24/24 34a 
M6-M7 SADP 32/32 64 
VIA6-VIA7 LELE 32/32 45a 
M8-M9 SE 40/40 80 
VIA8 SE 40/40 57a 
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manufacturing process (LI; LIU, 2016). Different types of multiple patterning can be 

requested, depending on the circumstances. The implementation of MP can be through 

double, or quadruple patterning. Double patterning involves two lithographic exposures 

and etches steps processed separately where the final shapes are combined at the end to 

create a single layer (GHAIDA et al., 2013). The litho-etch-litho-etch (LELE) and self-

aligned double-patterning (SADP) are the most common ways to implements the double 

patterning. The SADP has a significant advantage in the overlay tolerance if compared 

with LELE. The self-aligned quadruple patterning (SAQP) is a natural extension of 

SADP such that the only difference is one more step of spacer deposition (DING; CHU; 

MAK, 2015). Intel and TSMC already incorporated the SAQP methodology in their 

most recent technology nodes. 

 The manufacturing process of FinFET technologies is divided into three categories: 

front-end-of-line (FEOL), middle-of-line (MOL) and back-end-of-line (BEOL). The 

first group includes the production of wells and transistors, with the essential elements 

as the active region, fins, gate, and diffusions. The BEOL considers the contacts by via 

layer and the metallic layers from metal 1 (M1) to the top metal (M9). This stage is 

responsible for short connections and overall cell routing. The connection between 

FEOL and BEOL steps happen in the MOL stage. For example, the source-drain trench 

(SDT) layer connects the active area to the local interconnect source-drain (LISD) layer 

as well as the LISD joins the source and drain terminals of transistors. LISD is above 

SDT in the MOL stack. The local interconnect gate (LIG) is used for the contacts of the 

gate terminal. The purpose of V0 is to join the LIG and LISD to the BEOL layers.  

Figure 2.11 shows the basic design rules of ASAP7 PDK. There is a set of details to 

be considered in the FinFET layout design. The fins need to be uniformly aligned 

respecting the fixed fin pitch, and the exact vertical fin width. Moreover, all fin layer 

polygons should have an equal length along the horizontal axis, and they cannot be 

bended. The FinFET fabrication process uses two dummy gates at each end of the cells, 

not allowing single gates in the design. The gate layer with bends is also not supported. 

Each gate must have an exact fin pitch and a fixed horizontal gate width. All gate 

polygons must have an equal vertical length if they are not cut by GCUT. The vertical 

edge of the GCUT layer cannot lie inside or coincide with the gate layer, and it also 

cannot interact with the active region. The GCUT layer cannot exist without the gate 

layer. 
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The n- or p-select must always enclose the active region. The horizontal distance 

between two active areas varies if the diffusions have different or equal voltages. The 

SDT layer must always be inside the LISD layer, and it cannot be entirely outside of the 

active region. V0 should exactly be the same width as the M1 layer, and it needs to be 

uniformly aligned for all vertical and horizontal directions. V0 must always interact 

with M1 layers and LISD/LIG. Moreover, this PDK requires a TAP cell in all layout 

designs to ensure proper functionality of circuits. The TAP cell is responsible for 

connecting the back-gate of FinFET transistors. For FinFETs designed in an SG model, 

the back-gate has the same signal of the front-gate.  
 

Figure 2.11: Basic design rules of ASAP7 process design kit 

 
Source: From the author 
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For exemplifying all information presented in this sub-section, Figure 2.12 shows 

the layout of a NAND3 and an inverter based on the standard cell template using the 

design rules from ASAP7 PDK. Although the layout presents ten fins along the vertical 

axis, the transistors have only three fins. The excised fins rails represented in light gray, 

two between the active regions and two near to power, are necessary due to constraints 

imposed by FinFET technologies, but they are not taken into account for the transistor 

sizing. The diffusions are connected using M1 and V0 contacts. As there is a diffusion 

break, active regions of each cell require a gate at either side (dummy gates). On the 

bottom of Figure 2.12, the cross-section view of cells is presented with detailed 

information about FEOL, MOL, and BEOL steps.  

 
Figure 2.12: The NAND3 and an inverter designed in the 7-nm FinFET technology on 

the standard cell template  

 

Source: Adapted from (CLARK et al., 2016) 
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3 FINFET TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES 

This chapter introduces the main reliability challenges in FinFET technologies and 

the consequences of them in the integrated circuits. Moreover, the most relevant state-

of-the-art works are presented, with a focus on evaluating or attenuating the reliability 

challenges in nanometer technologies. Four circuit-level techniques to mitigate the 

effects caused by process variability and radiation-induced soft errors also are discussed 

in this chapter.  

The technology scaling regarding the adoption of FinFET devices brought several 

benefits, but some challenges also were introduced. The quantization feature to increase 

the transistor width imposed restrictions at the layout level because the circuits need to 

be always designed into a grid reducing the design flexibility. FinFET devices require a 

careful resistances and capacitances modeling with satisfactory tools to realize the RC 

extraction, avoiding inappropriate device characterization and circuit performance 

degradation. The Miller effect influences the reliability of the circuit and reinforces the 

need for power and timing analysis accurately (McLELLAN, 2014). Moreover, the 

circuits become more susceptible to transient faults coming from space and terrestrial 

radiations, and also to permanent events.  

Examples of most common FinFET problems are shown in Figure 3.1 such as the 

fringe capacitance to contact/facet, low-k spacer, fin/gate fidelity, contact resistances, 

chemical-mechanical planarization (CMP) polish, threshold voltage tuning, 

susceptibility to process variability, quantization feature to transistor sizing and the 

surface orientation (HENDERSON, 2013). All these factors raise essential topics related 

to the reliability of electronic systems that need to be better investigated. 

According to Borkar (2009), the reliability in FinFET technologies can be divided 

into static and dynamic sources, as Figure 3.2 illustrates. Static sources are usually 

random, permanent in time, and immediately noticeable after the manufacturing 

process. Examples of static variation sources are random dopant fluctuation (RDF), line 

edge roughness (LER), and metal gate granularity (MGG). On the other hand, dynamic 

sources are time-varying suffering modifications according to operating conditions like 

temperature oscillation, supply voltage drop, switching activity, environmental noise, 

and radiation exposure. Examples of dynamic sources are the aging effects (e.g., Bias 
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Temperature Instability (BTI), Hot-Carrier Injection (HCI), Electromigration (EM)), 

transient faults (e.g., Single Event Upset (SEU), Single Event Transient (SET), Multiple 

Bit Upset (MBU)), and permanent events (e.g., Total Ionizing Dose (TID)).  

 

Figure 3.1: Some challenges for FinFET technologies  

  
Source: (HENDERSON, 2013) 

 

Figure 3.2: Examples of static and dynamic variability sources in FinFET devices 

 
Source: From the author 

 

Currently, process variability and radiation-induced soft errors are considered the 

major reliability challenges for commercial electronic systems manufactured in FinFET 

technologies. From a design standpoint, considerable efforts should be made to reduce 

the impacts introduced by these issues (SAHA, 2010) (NSENGIYUMVA et al., 2017). 
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In this way, this thesis focuses on evaluating a set of FinFET logic cells under process 

variability and soft errors as well as propose potential reliability-oriented approaches to 

mitigate the effects caused by them. The next sub-sections are dedicated to explaining in 

details these topics. 

3.1 Process Variability 

Variability is related to the random deviation, which causes an increase or decrease 

of typical design specifications (SAHA, 2010). The main issue associated with 

variability is the uncertainty about the correct circuit operation because there is no 

guarantee that a circuit will behave as expected after the manufacturing process. Due to 

the variability, each circuit can present a different electrical behavior such as abnormal 

power consumption and performance deviation. The unexpected behavior due to 

variations can stimulate the circuit degradation besides making it inappropriate for their 

initial purpose (ORSHANSKY; NASSIF; BONING, 2008). The variability sources can 

be divided into three main categories: environmental, reliability, and physical (NASSIF, 

2008). The first two categories are dynamic (time-varying), while the last one is static 

occurring during the manufacturing process.  

Environmental factors are deviations in the operating conditions during the circuit 

lifetime due to architectural and operational decisions such as power lines design and 

cells placement. The most common examples of this category are the oscillations in 

switching frequency, temperature, supply voltage, and environmental noise. The supply 

voltage is variable in a chip, and voltage drops occur mainly due to non-zero resistances 

in the power supply networks (MEINHARDT, 2014). Supply voltage (VDD) has a 

quadratic relationship with dynamic power, according to Equation 3.1,   
 

   Pdynamic =  f  · C · VDD2                                           (3.1) 
 

where f is the switching frequency and C is the capacitance between the output 

nodes. This relation becomes an attractive solution for low power applications, but it 

has to be used carefully because the clock frequency is reduced significantly. Moreover, 

the supply voltage deviation also affects the propagation delays due to the relation with 

the transistor saturation current. This association is exponential for a wide voltage 

range. Temperature oscillations can compromise interconnections and the behavior of 

electronic components in a chip. Higher heat flux results in higher temperature, creating 
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hot spots, which in turn generate temperature variations across the die. At high 

temperature, devices may not meet performance requirements due to threshold voltage 

drift, higher leakage currents, and propagation delay. Moreover, temperature variations 

across communicating blocks on the same chip may cause logic or functional failures 

(BORKAR, 2009). However, the structure of multigate devices has diminished the 

thermal conductivity due to the small and confined dimensions of the fin (ZHANG et 

al., 2016) (KUMAR; RAO, 2016). 

Reliability factors are related to the transistor aging due to the raising electrical 

fields through the oxide thickness presented in modern circuits. NBTI, hot carrier 

injection (HCI) and electromigration are classical problems in this category. NBTI is a 

degradation factor that negatively affects the performance and noise margins because 

the electrical fields generate interface traps in p-type devices which results in the 

unwanted increase in the threshold voltage (KHALID; MASTRANDRE; OLIVIERI, 

2015). HCI is another degradation mechanism, and it arises from the heating inside the 

channel during the circuit operation. Electromigration causes shorts and opens in metal 

interconnects, leading to interconnection failures decreasing the mean-time to failure 

(MTTF) of the chip at sub-45nm nodes (POSSER; SAPATNEKAR; REIS, 2017). 

Physical factors are associated with structural variations after the manufacturing 

process. They can be classified into inter-die and intra-die variations (MUTLU; 

RAHMAN, 2005), as shown in Figure 3.3. The inter-die variations are characterized by 

lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer, or die-to-die fluctuations, i.e., the same devices at different 

wafers are manufactured differently. On the other hand, the intra-die variations are 

random deviations occurring at distinct locations within the same wafer. Process 

variability is classified as an intra-die variation that can be originated from the dopant 

density or by the small geometric patterns imposed by nanometer technologies.  
 

Figure 3.3: Intra-die and inter-die variations  

 

Source: Adapted from (MENTOR, 2018) 
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Integrated circuits with manufacturing defects or deviations from initial specification 

should be discarded. The yield loss in the semiconductor industry can be divided into 

catastrophic and parametric (GUPTA; PAPADOPOULOU, 2011). The former is related 

to functional failures such as open trails or short circuits, which make the circuit does 

not work correctly. Figure 3.4 (a) shows an example where a bridging fault on metal 3 

occurs, changing the behavior of the circuit. On the other hand, the parametric yield loss 

is caused by process variations where a chip is functionally correct, but it fails to meet 

some power or performance criteria. Figure 3.4 (b) shows a poly layer with some 

geometric deviations. The high costs of the manufacturing process are directly related to 

the variability effects due to the many redesign steps required until the expected 

behavior is achieved. For example, a chip designed in planar CMOS technology was 

modified around four times before reaching the production volume (SHERLEKAR, 

2004), but this number is more critical for designs that employ sub-22nm technologies.  

 
Figure 3.4: (a) Catastrophic and (b) parametric yield losses 

 
Source: Adapted from (KLEIN, 2008) and (GUPTA; PAPADOPOULOU, 2011) 

 

The manufacturing process introduces the variability at each stage. Once ready, a 

chip is also susceptible to several natural changes caused by the environment over its 

lifetime. Environmental factors increase the dynamic variability, as well as the process 

variations intensify the static variability. In this way, dealing with variability is an 

increasingly complex problem. The challenges imposed by variability require new 

design methodologies and new EDA tools to predict and to minimize their effects on the 

integrated circuits. Moreover, researches highlight that it is no longer sufficient to focus 

only on the deviations of the threshold voltage in the design development considering 

FinFET technologies. Also, it is necessary to evaluate all deviations in the electrical 

characteristics such as ION/IOFF currents, power consumption, and performance.  
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3.1.1 Sources of process variability 

The technology scaling to maintain the pace of performance and density gains 

results in an increase of design complexity with more potential sources of variability. In 

this way, technology nodes sub-22nm tend to be more susceptible to process variability 

effects. The process variability arises from the inaccuracy wavelength used to transfer 

the small geometric patterns to the wafer, the use of high-k dielectrics to improve the 

gate control on the channel region or due to the alteration in the doping density.  

The most significant sources of process variability are the line edge roughness 

(LER), metal gate granularity (MGG), and random dopant fluctuation (RDF). The LER 

can be subdivided in fin edge roughness (FER) and gate edge roughness (GER). Figure 

3.5 shows an overview of how and where these sources modify the transistor structure 

during the manufacturing process. These variations can compromise entire blocks of 

cells besides reducing the performance and energy efficiency of the chip. The individual 

contributions of each source are process dependent. The combined effect of them can 

impact even more the device behavior and the parametric yield loss (AGARWAL et al., 

2013). More detailed information about the sources of variability in FinFET devices 

will be explored in the next sub-sections. 

 
Figure 3.5: Major random variation sources in FinFETs: GER, MGG, and FER 

 

Source: (JIANG et al., 2016) 
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3.1.1.1 Line Edge Roughness   

Typically, the lithography step in the fabrication process uses ultraviolet light to 

transfer geometric shapes to the thin slices of silicon. However, the wavelength is a 

property of the light source that not kept pace with the devices scaling. The transition of 

light wavelength from 193nm to 13.5nm is a slow procedure, as shown in Figure 3.6, 

becoming harder the use of 193nm lithography as chip manufacturing advances more 

in-depth into the nanometer regime due to the circuit design complexity, increased clock 

frequency, and edge placement errors (BAKSHI, 2018).  

 

Figure 3.6: Technology scaling and the wavelength adopted in the lithography step  

 

Source: (RIEGER, 2012) 

 
In this way, circuits designed in FinFET technologies are more prone to suffer with 

LER phenomenon due to the small standards imposed by sub-22nm nodes. Line edge 

roughness corresponds to a deviation in the transistor edge position if compared with 

the best fit-line of ideal shape. The imperfections caused by the optical performance loss 

can influence the fin height (HFIN), fin thickness (TSI), the gate length (LG) and oxide 

thickness (TOX), as shown in Figure 3.7 (ENDO et al., 2009). The deviations in the gate 

region are classified as GER while the variations in the fin area are called FER. Gate 

length, fin thickness, and oxide thickness were pointed as the main sources of threshold 

voltage variability for FinFET devices (ENDO et al., 2009). FER deviations introduced 

higher variability on the on-state current since FER affects the channel and also the 
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source/drain resistances (WANG et al., 2011). The impact on ION is a little more 

meaningful when the fin height suffers deviations instead of the fin thickness. The off-

state current suffers more deviations when the gate length is modified during the 

fabrication process (MEINHARDT; ZIMPECK; REIS, 2014a). The impact of oxide 

thickness variations in FinFET devices can be considered negligible when on- and off-

state currents were observed (ZIMPECK; MEINHARDT; REIS, 2014). 

 
Figure 3.7: Geometric parameters for FinFET devices 

  
Source: Adapted from (ENDO et al., 2009) 

 

For reduce the LER, the lithographers use many approaches to bypass the features 

much smaller than were allowed by the resolution criteria of 193nm lithography such as 

optical proximity correction. Moreover, some layers replaced the single exposure by 

multiple patterning methodologies to provide enough resolution in the integrated 

circuits. Figure 3.8 shows the sub-45nm technology advancement regarding the use of 

single, double, and quadruple patterning for the main layers. Usually, the fin layers are 

implemented using quadruple patterning such as SAQP method (CLARK et. al, 2016). 

The complexity of multiple patterning is because the regular mask is broken up into four 

incremental mask levels (or two in case of double patterning) where each one of them 

has process variations which do not correlate with each other. After, it is necessary to 

align the mask layers of additional exposures accurately on top of each other for better 

patterning quality, obeying the overlay requirements. Furthermore, multiple patterning 

methodologies impose new physical verifications at the layout level. 
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Figure 3.8: Single, double and quadruple patterning applied in the layers of advanced 
technology nodes  

 
Source: (BRAIN, 2017) 

3.1.1.2 Metal Gate Granularity  

MGG gained prominence since the adoption of high-k dielectrics to improve the 

gate control on the channel region in sub-45nm technologies. The energy difference 

between the vacuum level and the Fermi level of a solid is called work-function (WF). 

The metal WF is the minimum energy required to move an electron from the Fermi 

level to the vacuum level, and it depends on the type of metal used. MGG refers to the 

random orientation of the different metal grains leading to variations in the gate work-

function. According to Figure 3.9 in the ideal fabrication process, metal gate devices 

have the gates produced with a unique metal uniformly aligned. Nevertheless, in the real 

fabrication process, metal gate devices are generally produced using metals with 

different work-functions (ϕm) randomly aligned, that implies in higher work-function 

fluctuation (WFF) (DADGOUR; DE; BANERJEE, 2008). Wang et al. (2011) highlight 

the high correlation between the variability in the on-state current and threshold voltage 

under metal gate granularity. In general, multigate devices exhibit higher MGG 

variability compared to other process variability phenomena like LER and RDF. 

Previous research indicates that work-function fluctuation is the main source of 

variability in FinFET devices (MEINHARDT; ZIMPECK; REIS, 2014b). 
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Figure 3.9: Metal gate alignment in a real and ideal manufacturing process 

 

Source: Adapted from (ORSHANSKY; NASSIF; BONING, 2008) 

3.1.1.3 Random Dopant Fluctuation  

RDF arises from the variation in the implanted impurity concentration modifying the 

discreteness of dopant atoms in the transistor channel (BORKAR, 2005). The change in 

the number or placement of dopants atoms results in threshold voltage deviations that 

affect the transistor properties directly. The variation in the source/drain resistance due 

to doping alterations dominates the RDF variability incurring in the absence of channel 

doping (WANG et al., 2011). Since the RDF is a local form of physical variability, 

neighboring transistors can present different dopant concentrations. The technology 

scaling down has been adjusting the channel doping to meet the targeted threshold 

voltage, on- and off-state current expectations. Moreover, to control the leakage currents 

and other challenges in bulk CMOS technologies, the total number of channel dopants 

increased significantly, resulting in a larger variety of dopant atoms. For this reason, the 

RDF was considered the major source of variability in planar technologies (NAWAZ; 

MALLIK, 2016). As the fin thickness is reduced, the FinFET becomes fully depleted, 

and the channel can be lightly doped, which provides a significant reduction in the 

threshold voltage fluctuations due to RDF. It implies that FinFET devices suffer less 

from dopant-induced variations (ABU-RAHMA; ANIS, 2013) (JIANG et al., 2016), 

improving the manufacturing yield.   

3.1.2 Literature review about process variability 

This sub-section summarizes the main related works about process variability in 

FinFET technologies available in the literature.  
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3.1.2.1 General background 

A case study of Gold Standard Simulation (GSS) simulated some sources of 

variability in a 3D FinFET model. The experiments evaluated the impact of process 

variations on the VTH, ION, and IOFF analyzing the electrical behavior in sub-threshold 

and saturation regions (GSS, 2010). Basic concepts, characterization, and challenges of 

process variability in digital circuits and systems were presented in (BORKAR, 2005) 

(DADGOUR; DE; BANERJEE, 2008) (NASSIF, 2008) (ENDO et al., 2009) (SAHA, 

2010) (WANG et al., 2011). The effects of random variations on the performance of 

FinFET circuits using the analytical models were evaluated in (CAO; CLARK, 2005) 

(RAHMA-ABU; ANIS, 2008) (THAKKER et al., 2010) (WANG et al., 2013) as well 

as the performance estimation using response surface methodology was studied in  

(HARISH; BHAT; PATIL, 2007) (JUNG-HWAN; MURTHY; ROY, 2007).  

Artificial neural networks have been widely used as a CAD tool for circuit design 

using both microelectronic and microwave devices (AVCI; BABAC; YILDIRIM, 2005) 

(JANAKIRAMAN et al., 2010). In (MUTLU; RAHMAN, 2005), a similar technique 

has been utilized to develop the statistical performance model for a ring oscillator. The 

impact of process variations on the oscillation frequency of a bulk CMOS VCO was 

investigated in (GHAI; MOHANTY; KOUGIANOS, 2009) using Monte Carlo analysis. 

The behavior of SRAM cells and flip-flops under process variability was explored in 

(NEUBERGER; WIRTH; REIS, 2008) (RASOULI; ENDO; BANERJEE, 2009) (FAN 

et al., 2010). Mitigation techniques for environmental and reliability variations in 

FinFET devices were proposed in (ISLAM; AKRAM; HASAN, 2011) (WANG; 

COTOFANA; FANG, 2012). A method to model the effects of work-function variations 

in a transistor with a high-k metal gate was presented in (AGARWAL et al., 2013).  

The quantitative evaluation of the contribution of different sources of statistical 

variability is provided in (CATHIGNOL et al., 2008) for a low-power bulk NFET. In 

(SWAHN; HASSOUN, 2006), FinFET gate sizing was formulated as a power 

minimization subject to delay, considering the operating temperature and weighting 

factors as constraints. One methodology to find the optimal sizing of FinFET circuits 

under process variations optimizing the worst-case cost for a given yield requirement 

was presented in (KLEEBERGER; GRAEB; SCHLICHTMANN, 2013). In (SWAHN 

et al., 2005), the sizing problem is formulated as a mixed-integer non-linear program 

(MINLP) to minimize the area of FinFET devices. 
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3.1.2.2 State-of-the-art works 

The influence of process variability on ION and IOFF currents of PFET and NFET 

transistors were analyzed for a set of predictive FinFET technologies from 20nm to 7nm 

(MEINHARDT; ZIMPECK; REIS, 2014a). Results showed that fin height has a small 

standard deviation while gate length and fin thickness have a considerable difference 

from nominal conditions. However, for all setups evaluated, work-function fluctuation 

showed to be the most impacted parameter under the process variability effects with 

large standard deviation results.  

An additional research was done in (ZIMPECK; MEINHARDT; REIS, 2014), 

focusing on analyzing the impact of temperature variations on 20-nm FinFET devices. 

LSTP devices are more sensitive to temperature oscillations. PFET devices are more 

impacted by the temperature, with an increase of 7.27µA and 7.82µA in the ION to HP 

and LSTP devices, respectively. LSTP devices are up to 25% more susceptible to 

temperature variations. Another point is that PFET devices are approximately 30% more 

sensitive to temperature effects. 

An evaluation of PVT variations impact on total/static power and timing in a set of 

cells was done in (MEINHARDT; ZIMPECK; REIS, 2014b) and (ZIMPECK; 

MEINHARDT; REIS, 2015a). Under voltage variations, some cells presented up to 

70% of power-delay-product (PDP) reduction. However, voltage reduction provokes a 

timing increase by more than three times. Total power consumption is the principal 

parameter impacted by the temperature increase. At higher temperatures, the power 

increase can reach results of around five times the nominal values. Finally, WFF 

variation has a significant impact on IOFF and consequently, on the static power 

consumption of standard cells. For cells with a similar function, but with the different 

number of inputs, it is possible to note a decreasing WFF sensibility as the number of 

inputs rises. 

The impact of  PVT variations and NBTI/PBTI aging on the write noise margins are 

measured and compared for a set of MOSFET and FinFET flip-flops (KHALID; 

MASTRANDREA; OLIVIERI, 2015). The authors adopted the 16-nm FinFET 

predictive technology from PTM to obtain the results. The smaller standard deviation in 

FinFET cells results in better performance for write failure probability at a given input 

voltage noise. Supply voltage dependence of noise margins tends to be always linear 
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and poorly affected by aging. On the other hand, the temperature dependence of noise 

margins is linear, with opposite behavior in MOSFET and FinFET cells. 

Different sources of process variability and their impact on FinFET-based logic cells 

were explored in (KARAPETYAN; KLEEBERGER; SCHILICHTMANN, 2015). Both 

TCAD and PTM device models were used and compared concerning the performance 

metrics of the NAND2 and NOR2 gates adopting the 14-nm technology node. They 

conclude that LER and MGG are the dominating local variability sources affecting the 

gate delay while the RDF has a negligible role. Otherwise, since the threshold voltage is 

highly sensitive to RDF, it has a dominant impact on leakage power variation along 

with the LER. There is a threshold voltage difference between the device models, and 

then, the deviations are of an order of magnitude higher for PTM. 

The impact of fin shape variability on the short channel effect control is investigated 

through TCAD simulations both with 14-nm and 10-nm FinFET nodes (TOMIDA et al., 

2015). This work reveals that fin height and fin thickness variations besides the taper 

angle have a significant effect on the electrostatics of the device. Results showed a 

PFET transistor under these three fins shape variation and verified the impact in the 

ION/IOFF currents. Compared to the nominal case, the higher, narrower and more tapered 

fins show less deviation on IOFF currents. Especially in advanced nodes, they suggested 

that the suppression of the fin thickness and angle variability would be essential to 

guarantee the variability robustness.   

The impact of PVT variations on performance and power consumption considering 

different transistor sizing techniques applied to a fixed subset of gates was presented in 

(ZIMPECK et al., 2015b) and (ZIMPECK et al., 2016a). The transistor sizing 

techniques analyzed were minimum transistor sizing (MTS), which corresponds to all 

cells with the number of fins equal to 1; logical effort (LE); and optimized transistor 

sizing (OTS) using the sizing presented in (POSSER et al., 2014). Results point out that 

transistor sizing regarding the process variability is not a trivial choice. The most 

indicated technique is the OTS for FinFET cells, but it presents large area overhead.  

A novel FinFET structure with body spacers was proposed to improve the FER 

variation produced during the manufacturing process (WEI et al., 2016). The effective 

HFIN with body spacers are precisely controlled because it only depends on the silicon 

epitaxy layer thickness. Device simulation using Sentaurus TCAD demonstrated an 

improvement from 33.46% to 8.05% in the ION current variation when the body spacers 
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are applied in 10-nm bulk n-FinFET transistors. The gain is even more significant for 

devices when higher body spacer heights were used. Moreover, manufacturing FinFET 

with body spacers needs no extra lithography step becoming a promising mitigation 

technique for the industrial community. 

A report about the impact of device scaling on the performance of a FinFET device 

due to gate work-function fluctuation and random dopant fluctuation was done in 

(NAWAZ; MALLIK, 2016).  3D device simulation considering the technology nodes of 

14-nm, 10-nm, and 7-nm were performed. The WFF and RDF variations (observing 

standard deviation) of both threshold voltage and subthreshold swing are significant.  

Their investigation reveals that the impact of RDF can be reduced without to alter the 

channel doping, but meeting the targeted VTH/IOFF/ION. However, the negative side is the 

increase of the relative impact of WFF as the technology scaling down.   

The threshold voltage variability induced by WFF for different grain sizes (10, 7, 

and 5-nm) in 14-nm FinFET technology is analyzed using 3D simulations (RATHORE; 

SHARMA; RANA, 2016). They observed that with a reduction in grain size, the 

threshold voltage variations decrease linearly. They have seen that the different fin 

shapes have around of 6% shift in the threshold voltage where there is approximately 

16% improvement in the standard deviation of the VTH. Further, on reducing the 

average grain size from 10-nm down to 5-nm results in an approximately 45% reduction 

in variability induced by WFF. 

A detailed set of predictive data about FinFET and Trigate devices behavior 

considering process variability effects in ION and IOFF currents were provided in 

(ZIMPECK et al., 2016b) and (ZIMPECK et al. 2017). Process variations analysis 

considers the individual contribution of the main geometric parameters of the devices 

using the predictive sub-22nm technologies from PTM-MG. Individually, LG, HFIN, and 

WFIN parameters slightly affect the ION currents considering geometric deviations in the 

range of 5% to 20%. On the other hand, the IOFF suffers the higher impact of geometric 

variability, mainly on FinFET devices. PFET devices and the LSTP model are also 

more sensitive than NFET devices and high-performance models. Results highlight that 

Trigate devices are up to 10% less sensitive to gate length variations. 

A simple device-level characterization approach to quantitatively evaluate the 

impacts of different random variation sources in FinFETs is proposed in (JIANG et al., 

2017). The variations of threshold voltage induced by LER and MGG are theoretically 
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decomposed based on the distinction in physical mechanisms and their influences on 

different electrical characteristics. The effectiveness of the proposed method was 

confirmed through both TCAD simulations and experimental results. There is a 

considerable increase when LG shrinks, while for MGG variations, VTH remains 

consistent. This work can provide helpful guidelines for variation-aware technology 

development. 

Two-step FinFET devices with different fin material (Si and Ge) were analyzed 

under WFF and geometric variations and compared to conventional FinFET (SAHA; 

BHOWMICK; BAISHYA, 2017). The parametric analysis showed that Si step-FinFET 

is more immune to subthreshold swing (SS), drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) and 

threshold voltage while Ge step-FinFET has higher ION/IOFF ratio, lower intrinsic delay 

at different length and oxide thickness. When the gate metal work-function fluctuation 

is inserted, Si step-FinFET presented a minor variation in the threshold voltage and 

subthreshold swing, but a higher variation in the ION/IOFF ratio than in conventional 

FinFET. The proposed device performs better in low power applications.  

Temperature dependence is of utmost importance for the performance and power 

dissipation analysis. The temperature dependence of bulk double-gate FinFET and 

Trigate MOSFET devices is investigated in (AGUIAR et al., 2017a). Additionally, it is 

also evaluated the analysis for the Zero Temperature Coefficient (ZTC) condition. The 

results indicate that the increase in leakage current can reach more than 40X when 

compared to the nominal temperature for high-performance applications. Trigate 

devices have shown to be more sensitive to these variations with a difference of up to 

19.7% in IOFF current when compared to FinFETs. 

The impact of oxide thickness on threshold voltage variation induced by WFF in 

multigate devices was investigated using 3D simulation (LEE; SHIN, 2017). The WFF-

induced threshold voltage variation does not significantly vary with dielectric material 

but increases with decreasing physical oxide thickness. The electric field tends to be 

locally concentrated, causing a considerable deviation of electrostatic potential as TOX 

becomes thinner. They conclude that it is possible to alleviate the WFF-induced VTH 

variation without significant performance degradation if the gate dielectric layer 

becomes thicker with appropriately adopted higher-k engineering.  

The effects of fin thickness scaling of p- and n-type 10-nm FinFET and the 

correlation of the WFF with the electrical performance of the devices were investigated 
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in (OTHMAN; HATTA; SOIN, 2017). They observed that the transfer characteristics 

are increased drain current in the linear region towards increased TSI for both p- and n-

FinFET. The threshold voltage is shifted to the right for p-type as the work function is 

increased. Oppositely for n-type, they shifted to the left as the work function reduced. 

The ION/IOFF ratio for the low-performance device shows the magnitude drops to 63% 

and 82% in n- and p-type, respectively, when the fin width is changed from 4nm to 

8nm. 

A 3D simulation study to evaluate the threshold voltage variability induced by 

statistical parameters fluctuations in 14-nm bulk and SOI FinFET structures was done in 

(RATHORE; RANA; SHARMA, 2017). They have studied and explored the influence 

of various statistical variability sources such as RDF, oxide thickness variation, and 

WFF on threshold voltage performance for both bulk and SOI FinFET structures. The 

simulation results suggest that the threshold voltage variability in SOI FinFET structure 

shows ~32% improvement as compared to bulk FinFET structure. 

In (DAS; BAISHYA, 2017), they studied the effects of two essential variation 

sources such as work-function fluctuation of the gate material and the temperature, on 

the behavior of FinFET device. The investigation was carried out on a Germanium-

based FinFET device. The working device showed improvements on the current 

drivability in terms of high ON current (ION), less leakage current (IOFF), a high value of 

ION/IOFF ratio, and have reasonable control on short channel effects.  Moreover, the 

analysis carried out reveals that a high work-function gate material with optimum 

temperature show a good electrostatic behavior 

One way to reduce the impact generated by WFF variations on full-adders (FA) is 

the replacement of internal inverters by Schmitt Triggers (ST) (MORAES et al., 2018). 

Four FAs were analyzed in nominal voltage and near-threshold regime at the layout 

level using the 7-nm FinFET node from ASAP7. In general, the ST technique presented 

considerable robustness improvements overall full-adders. The power robustness 

variability using the ST technique can be up to 37.3% and 66.6% better than traditional 

architectures operating at the nominal and near-threshold regime, respectively. The 

main disadvantage is the area penalty highlighting the need for new design techniques at 

the layout level to address variability. 

The evaluation of process variability and SET masking on a set of complex logic 

gates considering different transistor topologies is explored in (BRENDLER et al., 
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2018a) using the 7-nm FinFET electrical model from ASAP7. A comparison is made 

between complex logic gates in their traditional versions and a multi-level of basic logic 

gates that implement the same function using only NAND2, only NOR2, and 

NAND2/NOR2/INV cells. The functions were converted using De Morgan's theorem. 

Results show that although complex cells present better timing and power results, multi-

level circuits are up to 28% less sensible to radiation faults and about 40% more stable 

under process variability.  

According to the best results encountered in the previous work, a new study was 

done at the layout level using ASAP7 technology (BRENDLER et al., 2018b). Seven 

logic cells were designed using complex logic gate and using only NAND2 gates 

(providing a multi-level cell design). At nominal conditions, the complex gate topology 

presents the best results, but under the effects of transient faults or process variability, 

multi-level arrangements are the best option. Despite the area impact, NAND2 topology 

mitigate at least 50% of the effect on delay due to process variability effects reaching, 

on average, more than 85% of improvement compared to complex gates. Moreover, 

NAND2 topology improves over 45% on average the fault coverage evaluation from 

SET effects for these layouts. 

Schmitt Triggers are promising circuits for variability effects mitigation and 

enhancement of noise immunity being widely applied on critical applications with 

reliability constraints. In (MORAES et al., 2019), Schmitt Triggers were evaluated over 

multiple scenarios considering several levels of process variability, supply voltages, 

transistor sizing, and clock frequencies, prioritizing better energy consumption and the 

attenuation of process variability effects using the ASAP7 PDK. The hysteresis intervals 

showed attractive advantages of up to 10.8% and 25.3% when a higher number of fins 

and supply voltages were tested, respectively, bringing noise immunity improvements. 

It could be observed up to 16% and 44.7% maximum increase and decrease in the clock 

frequency, respectively, with differences between variability impact in the layouts, 

rising alongside the supply voltage values. The set of data in this paper can provide 

relevant information for VLSI designers, and also for the design of low power 

applications that need to manage the process variability impact.  

All my own works presented in this subsection are not part of the thesis results. 

These researches evaluate the process variability impact oconsidering the electrical 

models from PTM-MG besides not analyzing any mitigation techniques.  
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3.2 Radiation-Induced Soft Errors 

Another key reliability concern at advanced technology nodes is the susceptibility to 

natural radiation environments. Initially, the radiation effects in electronic systems were 

only considered relevant in cases of military, avionic, or spatial designs. However, with 

microelectronics advancement and using low supply voltages, transient event errors can 

occur even at sea level and may bring critical consequences (DODD et al., 2010). This 

chapter explores the radiation environment and its characteristics, the effects caused by 

radiation on circuits, the charge collection mechanism in FinFET devices, and the state-

of-the-art works.  

3.2.1 Radiation environment 

The natural radiation can be divided into spatial and atmospheric environments. The 

three main sources of spatial radiation are solar, galaxy cosmic ray, and belt radiations 

(BARTH, 1997), as shown in Figure 3.10. The solar radiation depends on the sun 

activity. Typically, in a period of high solar activity, few neutrons are detected, but in a 

period of lower solar activity, the Earth’s magnetic field traps particles that can be 

absorbed by the atmosphere. The cosmic radiation arises from stellar flares, supernova 

explosions and other cosmic activities and it consists mainly of protons. Finally, the 

Van Allen belts are the space areas closest to the Earth with a large number of protons 

and electrons. These protons are especially dangerous for spacecraft following the Low 

Earth Orbit (LEO). 

The Earth is protected by a magnetic field that acts as a radioactive filter, blocking a 

large quantity of radiation coming from space (solar flares, solar winds, cosmic rays). 

However, high energetic particles arising from cosmic radiation are not trapped by this 

filter, and then, they can interact with the atmosphere via direct ionization or by nuclear 

reactions. The nuclear reactions produce every kind of secondary radiation (BARTH et 

al., 2003). The result of the cosmic-ray shower is a set of energetic particles such as 

protons, electrons, neutrons, heavy ions, muons, and pions. The type of secondary 

radiation and the intensity depend on the altitude, the geomagnetic latitude, and the 

Sun’s activity. At sea level, the radiation levels are smaller due to the loss of energy 

generated by the successive collisions. Currently, muons are the energetic particles most 

numerous at ground level (HUBERT; ARTOLA; REGIS, 2015). 
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Figure 3.10: Spatial radiation environment 

 
Source: (CHANCELLOR; SCOTT; SUTTON, 2014) 

3.2.2 Radiation effects on devices 

The radiation effects that affect the integrated circuits can be classified into three 

categories: displacement damage (DD), total ionizing dose (TID), and single event 

effects (SEE). Displacement damage refers to the dislodging of atoms of the crystalline 

structure of a material due to non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL) of the incident particles. 

NIEL depends on the material being irradiated, the particle type, and the particle energy 

(SROUR; PALKO, 2013). DD degrades the minority carrier lifetime, the carrier 

mobility and the net doping level due to the introduction of new energy levels in the 

semiconductor bandgap. TID is a cumulative effect that happens due to long-term 

silicon exposure to radiation, and it can damage a circuit permanently. The total 

accumulated dose depends on orbit altitude, orientation, and time. TID is measured 

concerning radiation absorbed dose (rad). The trapped charges in the STI oxide and at 

its interface with silicon affect the electrical characteristics (VELAZCO; FOUILLAT; 

REIS, 2007). Irradiated circuits for a long-term can cause threshold voltage shifts, 

increased leakage currents, timing changes, mobility degradation, and loss of circuit 

functionality. Planar technologies needed hardening by design (HBD) techniques like 

enclosed layout transistor (ELT) or guard rings, to become the integrated circuits almost 

free from the TID effects (FACCIO, 2007). However, the 3D structure and the oxides 

used in the FinFET manufacturing process are favorable to attenuate the impact of TID. 
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Single event effects occur due to the interaction of energetic particles, coming from 

space and atmospheric radiations, with the silicon. For older technologies, a transient 

pulse only happens if the collected charge (Qcoll) exceeds the critical charge (Qcrit) of the 

nodes. However, nanometer technologies increase the proximity of devices, such that a 

single hit can diffuse the charge to the adjacent nodes introducing the concept of charge 

sharing (TOURÉ et al., 2011). The charge deposited by a single ionizing particle can 

produce a wide range of effects that can be classified as destructive and non-destructive. 

Destructive effects cause permanent and irreversible functional damages (SEXTON, 

2003). The most known destructive effects are: Single Event Latchup (SEL) where, 

exclusively in CMOS devices, a low resistance path is created between power supply 

and ground rails; Single Event Burnout (SEB) when the particle reaches the source 

region of the transistor creating a conductive path between the source and the drain; 

Single Event Gate Rupture (SEGR) where the gate dielectric isolating the gate and 

channel regions fails; Single Hard Errors (SHE) when the deposition of large charges 

affects the state transitions of the devices. 

Non-destructive effects, also named as soft errors, induce a temporary deviation 

where the data are corrupted for a short time interval (O’BRYAN, 2000). The most 

well-known non-destructive effects are: Single Event Upset (SEU) when an energetic 

particle hits a sequential circuit, such as latches or flip-flops, causing the change of the 

stored bit; Single Event Transient (SET) when the particle strikes a combinational 

circuit, such as basic gates or full-adders, generating a transient pulse that may or may 

not be captured by a memory element. The interaction of radiation with devices is 

usually quantified by the linear energy transfer (LET), which is a measure of the 

average energy deposited by a particle per unit path length (SCHRIMPF et al., 2012). 

Figure 3.11 exemplifies the non-destructive effects: (a) SET and (b) SEU. First, a 

SET occurs in a sensitive node of a NOR2 logic gate, and it generates a pulse at the 

stroke node. This pulse was propagated, and it reached the sequential logic to the right, 

which stored the incorrect value '0'. Memory cells have two stable states, one that 

represents a stored value '0' and one that represents a stored value '1'. In each state, there 

are two transistors in on-state and two transistors in off-state. In the second case, an 

energetic particle hits the sequential circuit in one of the two sensitive nodes. So, a bit-

flip happens, and it affects the rest of the circuit because the incorrect value also is 

captured by the sequential element on the right.  
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Figure 3.11: (a) Single Event Transient and (b) Single Event Upset on a circuit 

 
Source: From the author 

3.2.3 Fault masking 

There are some cases where a transient pulse will be masked, and the sequential 

elements will not capture it. In this case, the fault will not lead to errors or failures 

visible to the user. Moreover, the circuit keeps a correct value in the output because the 

faults are masked still in origin. There are three kinds of masking observed in logic 

blocks: logical masking, electrical masking, and latch window masking (LIDEN et al., 

1994) (SHIVAKUMAR, 2002). The logical masking happens when a particle affects a 

portion of the circuit, but the hit node is not relevant to determine the final output. In 

this way, the output can be determined only by inputs not affected by radiation effects. 

For example, the first input of a NAND2 logic gate in Figure 3.12 is '0', and then, the 

second input is not important because the final result will always be '1'. So, if a particle 

impacts one of the inputs, the error will not be seen in the final output. According to the 

truth table, the same happens with a NOR2 logic gate. If one input is equal to '1', the 

final result will always be '0'.  
 

Figure 3.12: Logical masking in a combinational circuit 

 
Source: From the author 
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The electrical masking happens when the fault impacts a circuit node, but the current 

pulse generated is attenuated through the combinational logic, and it disappears before 

being stored by a forward latch. For example, in Figure 3.13, the NOR2 logic gate has a 

SET in the first input, but the effect that it causes is mitigated when it is propagated 

until the output of an inverter. The fault reaches the forward latch, but the pulse has a 

small amplitude that is interpreted as a correct logical value, which in this case, is equal 

to '0'. 
 

Figure 3.13: Electrical masking in a combinational circuit 

 
Source: From the author 

 

When a transient pulse cannot be masked logically or electrically, it propagates until 

it reaches a sequential circuit. Latch-window masking happens when a sequential logic 

does not capture the pulse. In Figure 3.14, if the pulse at the NOR gate was not masked 

by one of the methods that were already presented; the memory element can mask it 

according to the latch-window. On the right of Figure 3.14, it is shown a clock cycle 

with its latching window. If the SET is captured when a clock transition happened, a 

wrong value will be stored. Finally, the rate that SETs get latched as errors depends on 

the clock frequency and the topology of sequential circuits. 

  
Figure 3.14: Latch-window masking in a combinational circuit 

 
Source: From the author 
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In the scientific community, the two radiation effects most relevant is the total 

ionizing dose and single event effects (CLEMENS, 2012). Some years ago, TID was 

considered a major source of faults in integrated circuits. However, as technology has 

advanced, SEE gained more prominence and becomes a significant reliability concern 

for electronic systems in space as well as ground level. The TID effects were reduced 

due to the thinner oxides of modern deep submicron processes (FACCIO, 2007). On the 

other hand, transistors with shrinking geometry, higher speed, and logic density increase 

the SEE sensitivity. Moreover, as the supply voltage decreases, the charge stored at 

circuit nodes reduces according to Equation 3.2, such that the critical charge can be 

larger than the collected charge more often. Consequently, soft errors susceptibility 

increases due to advanced technology nodes. 

          Qnode = Cnode · VDD                                            (3.2) 

The 3D structure of FinFETs presents attractive properties to control the increase of 

the radiation-induced soft errors compared to the bulk counterpart (EL MAMOUNI, 

2011). However, the change in device structure from planar to FinFET modifies the 

sensitive area and the charge collection mechanisms after an energetic particle hits the 

silicon (NSENGIYUMVA et al., 2016). In this way, the improvement of the reliability 

in sub-22nm technologies also requires the accurate understanding, predicting, and 

mitigating of the single event effects on FinFET based-circuits.  

3.2.4 Charge collection mechanism in FinFET devices 

The collision of energetic particles causes a strong electric field perturbation due to 

the direct ionization, a primary mechanism of charge deposition caused by the incidence 

of alpha particles or heavy ions. As an energetic particle hits in the silicon, it loses 

energy and forms a track of electron-hole pairs. If the ionization track transverses the 

depletion region, the electric field collects the carries generating a transient current 

pulse at the node. The charge generated by the impact of particles varies depending on 

the ion type, incident angle, and impact site.  

In traditional planar devices, charges associated with the ion tracks colliding the 

silicon substrate are deposited in the drain directly and then, and then diffuse to the 

drain, as shown in Figure 3.15 (a). Otherwise, the thin fin region and the narrow 

connection to the substrate of the bulk FinFETs reduce the volume of silicon available 
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for the charge collection when compared with planar devices. Thus, a smaller amount of 

deposited charges can be expected to diffuse the FinFET drain, as illustrates Figure 3.15 

(b) (FANG; OATES, 2011). For these reasons, the FinFET devices are considered less 

sensitive to soft errors.  

 
Figure 3.15: Comparison of charge collection mechanism of (a) planar and (b) FinFET 

devices 

 
Source: (LEE et al., 2015) 

 
The disturbance caused for the impact of energetic particles depends on the energy 

lost per unit track length and it is known as linear energy transfer (LET). For every 

3.6eV (electron volts) of energy loss by the particle, one electron-hole pair is created in 

the silicon substrate (HARTMANN, 2009). The LET depends on the mass/energy of the 

particle and the material in which it is traveling. The highest LET values are obtained 

when more massive and energetic particles impact denser materials (BAUMANN, 

2005). In this way, the pulse width is dependent on the particle energy, the charge stored 

at a node, and the charge collection in the affected junction.  

After the silicon particle ionization, the process of charge collection proceeds 

through two mechanisms: drift and diffusion (MUNTEANU; AUTRAN, 2008). When 

the resultant ionization track traverses the depletion region, carriers are rapidly collected 

by the high electric field. This charge collection is known as drift. The crossing of 

particles through the depletion region is responsible for temporary deformation in a 

funnel shape. This effect is called funneling, and it causes an increase in the collected 

charge efficiency due to the increase of the depletion region area (BAUMANN, 2005). 

Finally, the diffusion process collects all the other carries generated besides the 

depletion layer. The typical transient current waveform resulting from the additional 

collect charge induced by particle incidence can be seen in Figure 3.16. The funnel 
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creation and drift mechanism are high-speed processes. They are responsible for 

controlling the almost instantaneous rise of the transient current due to deformation of 

the electric field of the junction. In the diffusion mechanism, a longer time is needed to 

collect the charge and, then, the transient pulse has a slower fall time. 

 
Figure 3.16: Typical transient current waveform due to SEE 

 
Source: (CUMMINGS, 2010) 

 

Charge deposition mechanism proposed in (MESSENGER, 1982) is widely used to 

form a current source whose behavior is modeled as a double exponential. The 

modeling of the transient current is given by Equation 3.3, Equation 3.4, and Equation 

3.5, where: Qcoll is the collected charge due to a radiation particle strike, τα is the 

collection time constant of the junction and τβ is the ion track establishment time 

constant and L is the charge collection depth that decreases with the technology scaling. 

In bulk silicon, a typical charge collection depth for a heavy-ion is approximately 2μm. 

For every 1MeV.cm²/mg, an ionizing particle deposits about 10.8fC of electron-hole 

pairs along each micron of its track (MAVIS et al., 2002). For sub-22nm nanometer 

technologies, especially for LETs higher than 10 MeV, the typical transient current 

waveform tends to suffer some modifications presenting a behavior similar to "plateau" 

(SAYIL, 2016). However, double exponential current sources still are considered the 

most reasonable first-order estimate, and it is widely adopted as a base model for SEE 

analysis (WROBEL et al., 2014). 

 
IP(t) = I0 · (e-t/τα – e-t/τβ)                                              (3.3) 

I0 = Qcoll/(τα – τβ)                                                 (3.4) 

                                   Qcoll = 10.8 · L · LET                                             (3.5) 
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3.2.5 Literature review about radiation effects 

This sub-section summarizes the main related works about radiation effects in 

FinFET technologies available in the literature.  

3.2.5.1 General background 
A theoretical overview of the several ways that FinFET circuits can be affected due 

to radiation was discussed in (SCHRIMPF et al., 2012). In general, the sensitivity of 

technology to SEE increases as device dimensions decrease. The susceptibility of the 

SOI and bulk FinFETs to total ionizing dose and single event effects were compared in 

(ALLES et al., 2011). Similar research was done in (ROCHE et al., 2013) reporting the 

radiation experiments in UTBB FDSOI 28-nm for the first time. In general, bulk 

FinFETs tends to collect more charge than SOI FinFETs due to substrate considerations. 

The fault models for FinFET circuits were discussed in (LIU; XU, 2012) including 

fin stuck-on, stuck-open, and gate oxide short. One single defect may affect multiple 

gates that are correlated due to the configuration of FinFET. The effects of the single 

event latchup in bulk FinFETs and planar technologies were investigated by (DAI et al., 

2017). The small fin structure seems to be harmful to latchup immunity due to the 

increased parasitic resistance and the reduced guard ring efficiency. However, FinFET 

circuits with a higher supply voltage have a higher risk of latchup effects. 

The FinFET structure modifies the charge collection mechanism on a device. A 

charge collection mechanism for FinFETs using through-wafer two-photon absorption 

and ion beam experiments were analyzed in (EL MAMOUNI et al., 2011). In 

(ARTOLA et al., 2015), the behavior of FinFET devices under radiation effects was 

investigated as well as the modeling of the SET pulse at advanced technology nodes. In 

(MONGA et al., 2016) was presented a charge collection model for accurate prediction 

of SER in FinFETs. The model proposed is scalable and includes the effects of variation 

of FinFET technology and layout parameters.  

In (SEIFERT et al., 2012), the radiation-induced soft error rates (SER) of memory 

and logic devices designed in 22-nm Trigate technology was reported. Comparison with 

the 32-nm planar devices showed a SER reduction of 1.5x - 4x for cosmic radiation. An 

overview of the impact of terrestrial radiation on soft error sensitivity considering bulk, 

FDSOI, and FinFET technologies was done in (HUBERT; ARTOLA; REGIS, 2015). 

According to the results, the muon is the main particle to provoke an increase of SER in 

sub-22nm technologies.  
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A Multi-Scales Single Event Phenomena Predictive Platform (MUSCA SEP3) was 

developed by (HUBERT et al. 2009). This platform is dedicated to SEE prediction 

based on a Monte Carlo method which allows a full simulation from the radiation 

environment definition down to the occurrence of the soft error in the integrated circuit. 

The analysis confirms that MUSCA SEP3 agrees very well with TCAD simulations and 

SEU/SET irradiation testing while reducing the computational effort by several orders 

of magnitude. The details of the Monte Carlo radiation tool used in this work will be 

presented in the next sub-section.  

In planar technologies, a set of layout techniques were proposed to attenuate the 

radiation-induced soft errors. Although the FinFET structure is different from the planar 

one, some approaches can be tested to mitigate transient faults in FinFETs. A  layout 

approach via pulse quenching was investigated by (ATKINSON et al., 2011). For this 

technique, one extra drain diffusion is inserted into a cell output is inserted to 

intentionally promote charge sharing between transistors and quench the voltage pulse 

on the output. TCAD simulations demonstrated a reduction of 60% and 70% in the 

sensitive area and the pulse width, respectively.  

A set of n-well contact schemes were investigated to verify the influence on the 

pulse width of SETs in (ALBHIN et al., 2011). Results showed a strong relationship 

between the SET pulse width and the percentage of the n-well area contacted 

contradicting the theory that the cross-section of a logic gate is based entirely on the 

drain regions of transistors. A multi-finger layout technique for N-hit SET mitigation is 

discussed in (CHEN et al., 2012a) for the standard cell design. TCAD simulations with 

heavy ions experiments show that SET pulse widths are efficiently reduced with the 

multi-finger approach. Moreover, the method presented an area penalty acceptable, and 

the performance of circuits remains almost unchanged. Multi-finger is preferred over 

the traditional arrangement in the radiation hardened integrated circuit design. Similarly, 

according to (CHEN et al., 2012b), a source isolation technique is used for the P-hit 

SET mitigation.  

Another layout technique for SET mitigation based on dummy transistors was 

proposed in (CHEN et al., 2013). The approach calls for the addition of an off-state idle 

PMOS and NMOS transistor to the circuit connected to the sensitive region. The 

performance of cells that uses the proposed layout almost does not change as well as it 

is generated a smaller area penalty.  
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3.2.5.2 State-of-the-art works 

The behavior of FinFET circuits under the total ionizing dose effects was explored 

in (CHATTERJEE et al., 2014), (HUGHES et al., 2015), (KING et al., 2017) and 

(ZHANG et al., 2017a). The TID response of bulk FinFETs is investigated under 

geometric variations (CHATTERJEE et al., 2014). Transistors with more extended 

channels (LG) degrade less than those with shorter channels. On the other hand, devices 

with large fin pitch degrade more, compared to those with narrow fin pitch. The TID-

induced degradation increases with decreasing of the fin thickness (TSI). TID radiation 

effects on 14-nm bulk and SOI FinFET technologies were analyzed by (HUGHES et al., 

2015). The replacement of MOSFET by FinFET device generates an increase in TID 

sensitivity due to the trapped charge in the STI oxide. Moreover, irradiation resulted in 

significant changes in the threshold voltage for SOI devices and significant deviations in 

the IOFF current for bulk FinFETs.  

In (KING et al., 2017), a near-threshold operation is presented as a methodology for 

reducing the increases in leakage currents caused by radiation. Results indicate devices 

with high channel stop doping as the most robust response to TID, allowing stable 

operation of ring oscillators and the SRAM bit-cell with a little shift in critical operating 

characteristics. The TID response was evaluated with strained Ge pMOS FinFETs 

varying the fin length, fin thickness, and gate length in (ZHANG et al., 2017a). Modest 

threshold voltage shifts, small transconductance degradation, and minimal changes in 

ION/IOFF ratios are observed. In comparison with planar Ge pMOS, the improvements in 

Ge pMOS FinFETs happen due to the material quality, reductions in the STI thickness 

in areas of relevance to transistor operation, and better gate control.  

Hardening techniques to attenuate the effects of radiation-induced soft errors were 

investigated in (CALOMARDE et al., 2014), (NARASIMHAM et al., 2017) and 

(ALGHAREB et al., 2017). A novel design style which reduces the impact of radiation-

induced single event transient on logic circuits, and enhances the robustness in noisy 

environments through the strengthening of the sensitive nodes using a technique similar 

to feedback was presented in (CALOMARDE et al., 2014) The results were compared 

with other techniques for hardening radiation at the transistor level using 7-nm FinFET 

technology. Strengthening presents the best immunity in a noisy environment. 

A charge-steering based latch hardening technique with significant SEU hardness 

was proposed in (NARASIMHAM et al., 2017). TCAD simulations showed the effect 
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of charge steering in 16-nm bulk FinFET devices for reducing the amount of collected 

charge at the critical sensitive nodes considering alpha, proton, and heavy ions. The 

trade-offs regarding the area, performance, and power penalties are much lower 

compared to the other hardening approaches already proposed in the literature.  

A set of techniques to mask SET and SEU using spatial, temporal, and hybrid 

redundancy were investigated by (ALGHAREB et al., 2017). The performance and 

energy impact of each method is quantified at the near-threshold operation. A 

comparison between 45-nm planar and 16-nm FinFET technologies was made to 

investigate the effects of technology scaling. Temporal redundancy provides higher 

energy saving, but it requires consideration of the SET pulse duration.  

The variability along with SET in FinFETs was explored in (ARTOLA; HUBERT; 

ALIOTO, 2014), (SEIFERT et al., 2015), (AGUIAR et al., 2017b) and (AGUIAR; 

MEINHARDT; REIS, 2017). The soft error evaluation of logic gates in FinFET 

technologies considering the prediction tool MUSCA SEP3 coupled with electrical 

simulations of the gate was presented in (ARTOLA; HUBERT; ALIOTO, 2014). First, 

a comparison of this tool with the TCAS mixed-mode simulation for an ion with LET 

equal to 5MeV cm² mg-1 was made obtaining a good agreement between them as shown 

in Figure 3.17. Only a small divergence can be observed in the NOR2 logic gate when 

the output voltage of NET1 and NET2 come back to their initial logic state.  

 

Figure 3.17: Comparison of the transient response of 65-nm NAND2 and NOR2 logic 
gates using MUSCA SEP3 and TCAS mixed-mode 

 
Source: (ARTOLA; HUBERT; ALIOTO, 2014) 
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After, two soft errors reduction techniques were explored in NAND2 and NOR2 

FinFET logic gates: supply voltage variation and the drive strength. The higher supply 

voltage diminishes the SET susceptibility of both logic gates as discussed previously in 

this chapter. Using a larger channel width in FinFETs, i.e., higher drive strength, the 

SET sensitivity of both logic gates decreases, as shown in Figure 3.18. The NAND2 cell 

is immune to SETs induced by atmospheric neutrons when the X4 drive strength is 

used.  

 
Figure 3.18: LET threshold for NAND2 and NOR2 logic gates with a range of drive 

strength 

 
Source: (ARTOLA; HUBERT; ALIOTO, 2014) 

 
The SER of memory and logic devices manufactured in a 14-nm FinFET technology 

was measured in (SEIFERT et al., 2015). Results showed that SER is dominated by 

high-energy neutron-induced upset rates (77%), while thermal neutron and alpha-

particle contribute around 16% and 7%, respectively. Moreover, there is an SER 

reduction when the 14-nm node is adopted instead of 22-nm technology. This reduction 

happens due to the fin dimensions, little scaling, and a decrease in charge collection 

efficiency per fin. 

A comparative analysis of two majority voters based on NOR and NAND gates 

designed in 7-nm FinFET technology to estimate the SER was explored by (AGUIAR et 

al., 2017b) at the layout level. In general, NOR voter is less sensitive to soft errors than 

the NAND voter as it provides lower soft error rate. However, NOR voter presented a 

larger SET pulse width. At nominal supply voltage, no event has been observed for 

alpha and atmospheric environment.  
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In (AGUIAR; MEINHARDT; REIS, 2017), different XOR topologies under 

radiation effects were implemented using two multigate devices: double-gate FinFET 

and Trigate. Trigate-based circuits demonstrated to be more robust than FinFET with 

improvement percentage from 6.2% up to 12.6% in the threshold LET. Furthermore, 

voltage deviation can reduce the threshold LET up to 20.8%, increasing the fault 

susceptibility of the analyzed circuits.  

The SEU susceptibility in FinFETs in sequential circuits was verified in 

(KIAMEHR et al., 2014), (NARASIMHAM et al., 2015), (UEMURA et al., 2016), 

(NSENGIYUMVA et al., 2016), (UEMURA et al., 2017), (NSENGIYUMVA et al., 

2017) and (ZHANG et al., 2017b). A detailed analysis of radiation-induced soft errors 

of SRAMs designed in SOI FinFET technology was presented by (KIAMEHR et al., 

2014). The authors considered the effects of supply voltage and process variations on 

the soft error rate of SRAM memory arrays. They conclude that SER is higher for lower 

supply voltages, MBU/SEU ratio is relatively higher for alpha radiation compared to 

that for protons, and neglecting the impact of process variation leads to an under-

estimation of SER. 

The SEU cross-section over an extensive supply voltage range for D flip-flops 

designed in 16-nm FinFET technology was evaluated in (NARASIMHAM et al., 2015). 

Also, comparisons between planar and FinFET devices sensitivity to SEU were made. 

The cross-section increases with a reduction in bias for low-LET particles as alpha 

particles and low-energy protons. Results reinforce that SEU rates are influenced by the 

supply voltage and the operating environment.  

Characterization of the soft error rate through of the alpha irradiations considering 

combinational cells, SRAM, and flip-flops manufactured in 14-nm FinFET technology 

was presented by (UEMURA et al., 2016). The main factor that contributes to the 

increase of SEU is the charge collection on NMOS transistors due to low-LET 

incidence. Design schemes for low-power have little impact on the SER. An extension 

of this work was published in (UEMURA et al., 2017) where the 10-nm FinFET 

technology was evaluated. A comparison of SEU trends among 16-nm bulk FinFET, 

20-nm bulk planar, and 28-nm bulk planar were made in (NSENGIYUMVA et al., 

2016) considering D flip-flop. For LETs lower than 10 MeV.cm²/mg, 16-nm FinFET 

flip-flops presented a considerably smaller SEU cross-section compared with the planar 

technologies. However, the cross-section of the 16-nm FinFET flip-flop for high LET 
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particles is very similar to planar nodes analyzed, as shown in Figure 3.19. The SET 

pulse width is reduced in FinFET technology for low as well as high LETs. Moreover, 

the SET pulse width decreases when the supply voltage is increased. FinFET 

technology has a lower critical charge than that of planar nodes such that 3D 

simulations demonstrated a more considerable difference between them than 

experiments after the fabrication process. 

 
Figure 3.19: SEU cross section versus LET for FinFET and planar technologies 

 
Source: (NSENGIYUMVA et al., 2016) 

 
After, in (NSENGIYUMVA et al., 2017), the authors investigated the FinFET 

structural effects on the SE cross-section. Results showed that an ion strike direct at the 

fin produces an observable SET while an ion strike between two fins results in a 

minimum voltage perturbation according to Figure 3.20. For the planar technology, 

independently of the hit location, a SET pulse was observed at the inverter output for 

low LET particles. For strikes by energetic particles with high-LET, no dependence was 

observed to either device technologies, as shown in Figure 3.21.  

 
Figure 3.20: Impact of transistor structure on low-LET for (a) 16-nm FinFET and (b) 

28-nm planar technologies using 3D TCAD simulations 

 
Source: (NSENGIYUMVA et al., 2017) 
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Figure 3.21: Impact of transistor structure on high-LET for (a) 16-nm FinFET and (b) 
28-nm planar technologies using 3D TCAD simulations 

 
Source: (NSENGIYUMVA et al., 2017) 

 
An evaluation of the angular effects of incident heavy ions on the SEU cross-section 

of D flip-flop designed in a 16-nm bulk FinFET was made in (ZHANG et al., 2017b). 

Incident direction included normal incidence, West-East (tilt angle), and North-South 

(roll angle) incidences. Similar to planar technologies, the SEU cross-section increases 

along with tilt angles. Otherwise, an increase in roll angle in FinFET technologies 

decreases the charge track length in the active silicon region due to the fin structure, 

resulting in a decreased SEU cross-section. The effects of the threshold voltage and 

frequency variations on the SEU response of D flip-flops and logic circuits designed in 

16-nm FinFET and 20-nm planar technologies were studied in (ZHANG et al., 2017c). 

Results showed that an increase in the VTH is directly related to the rise of the SEU 

cross-section for the FinFET technology while the planar technology showed the 

opposite VTH dependence. An increase in the clock frequency leads to higher SEU 

cross-section for both devices.  

Finally, the impact of multiple bit upsets in FinFET circuits was analyzed in 

(BHUVA et al., 2015) and (EBRAHIMI et al., 2016). A comparison of the SRAM 

sensitivity to multiple bit upsets considering 28-nm bulk planar and 16-nm bulk FinFET 

technologies over a wide range of LET values and supply voltage was made in 

(BHUVA et al., 2015).  FinFET-based SRAM decreased the percentage of MBU errors 

compared to the planar one for the same particle LET values. For both technologies, 

MBUs due to high-LET particles dominate the overall rates. A set of benchmark circuits 

were synthesized to 45-nm planar and 15-nm FinFET technologies in (EBRAHIMI et 

al., 2016), and the probability of MBUs was evaluated with different LETs. The results 

reveal that the average number of upset cells by a single particle strike doubles from 45-

nm to 15-nm. As the particle energy is increased, the average of the affected cells also 

increases.   
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3.3 Circuit-Level Mitigation Approaches 

Several techniques can be applied in different abstraction levels for enhancing the 

reliability of integrated circuits. Usually, mitigation techniques based on the usage of 

different devices, materials, or doping profiles estimate your effectiveness using TCAD 

simulations. Although this abstraction level presents very accurate results, it demands 

larger computational time for VLSI designs. So, one alternative is to investigate circuit-

level approaches to achieve more robust solutions. Design adjustments can be related to 

the insertion of components or filtering elements, the exploration of different transistor 

arrangements, gate upsizing, transistor folding, hardware redundancy, increase of the 

capacitance of the most susceptible nodes, and the use of multi-level design instead of 

complex cells.  

The four circuit-level mitigation approaches explored in this work are the transistor 

reordering, and the insertion of decoupling cells, Schmitt Triggers, and sleep transistors. 

All these methods were previously evaluated in the literature, but focusing on 

improving other reliability challenges or using planar CMOS technologies. Considering 

that these techniques were beneficial for other reliability purposes and the effectiveness 

of them can change for FinFET technologies, they were chosen to be evaluated in this 

thesis. Figure 3.22 shows the generic representation of each of them in the design, with 

exception to the transistor reordering technique since your modifications happen inside 

of pull-up or pull-down networks. The main characteristics, advantages, drawbacks, and 

how are the implementations of each of them are presented in the subsections, adopting 

the AOI21 logic cell as an example.  

 
Figure 3.22: Generic representation of the circuit-level mitigation approaches 

 
Source: From the author 
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3.3.1 Transistor reordering 

The optimization of the transistor arrangements is a method typically used to design 

faster circuits, to reduce the leakage currents or to deal with bias temperature instability 

(BTI) effects (SILVA; REIS; RIBAS, 2009) (BUTZEN et al., 2010) (CHUN; CHEN, 

2016). The principle of this technique is to modify the transistor arrangements keeping 

the same logic function for all topologies. The possibilities can be obtained by using 

different logic styles such as complementary CMOS, ratioed logic and pass-transistor 

logic, or by transistor reordering. The transistor reordering changes the electrical and 

physical characteristics of the logic cells, and consequently, the susceptibility to process 

variation and soft errors also is modified. 

 Figure 3.23 shows two alternative topologies for the AOI21 cell that are logically 

equivalents. In the pull-up network, the serial transistor (input signal A) can be placed 

close or far to the cell output. Some logic gates, such as AOI221 and OAI221, can also 

explore an intermediate place between the parallel associations to put the serial 

transistor. The close topology is defined as the standard version in this work because it 

is the most used in the standard cell libraries. When the transistors of the 

complementary network have only parallel associations, as shown in Figure 3.23, the 

rearrangement is not necessary because it does not influence the results like power 

consumption and performance. The absence of area penalty is the main advantage of 

transistor reordering technique. 

 

Figure 3.23: Standard version of AOI21 logic cell and applying transistor reordering 

 
Source: From the author 
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3.3.2 Decoupling cells 

The addition of decoupling cells is a capacitive method commonly used in several 

industrial designs to ensure higher noise immunity on the supply rails and signal lines 

(EVANS et al., 2002) (SU et al., 2003). Decoupling cells are connected in the gate 

output, and they are composed of two transistors arranged in the cross-coupled mode, as 

shown in Figure 3.24 for the AOI21 cell. These cells increase the total capacitance in 

the output node, increasing the critical charge to produce a SET pulse, and making this 

node less susceptible to the impact of energetic particles. In (ANDJELKOVIC et al., 

2018), this technique was used to filter SET pulses generated by low energy particles in 

a set of logic gates designed using the IHP’s 130-nm bulk CMOS digital library with the 

fault injection through the double-exponential current at SPICE level.  

Moreover, decoupling cells deliver current to the gates during the switching, 

protecting the circuits of the disturbances caused by process variations. For obtaining 

better results in relation to the mitigation, two decoupling cells are recommended in the 

design such that one cell is connected between the output and the supply rail while the 

other is placed between the output and ground rail. As the insertion of decoupling cells 

is a capacitive method, larger decoupling cells contribute even more for the attenuation 

of process variability and radiation-induced soft errors. The disadvantage involved is the 

area, and power consumption overheads due to the addition of four more transistors in 

the design.  

 

Figure 3.24: Design of the AOI21 logic cell connecting decoupling cells in the output 

  
Source: From the author 
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3.3.3 Schmitt Trigger 

Schmitt Triggers have an inherent hysteresis property commonly used to enhance 

signal stability and high noise immunity. This work explores a well-known topology of 

Schmitt Trigger where the main difference from the most common versions is the 

presence of PF and NF devices that are responsible for a feedback scheme, as shown in 

Figure 3.25 (LOTZE; MANOLI, 2017). For example, if the output is in a high level, the 

NF transistor is on, pulling the node X to a high potential, forcing the drain-source 

voltage of transistor N1 almost zero, and its gate-source voltage into the negative region. 

This kind of topology reduces the leakage current in N1 exponentially, increasing the 

ION-to-IOFF current ratio, and minimizing the output degradation.  

The main effect of process variability is a shift in the voltage transfer curve (VTC) 

due to the threshold voltage variation. The variability impact on VTC is reduced in the 

Schmitt Trigger as a result of the strong influence of the gate-source voltage of the inner 

transistors (N1 and P1) over its switching point. The replacement of traditional inverters 

by Schmitt Triggers on full-adders shows to be an attractive alternative to mitigate the 

effects of process variations on planar technologies (DOKANIA; ISLAM, 2015) 

(TOLEDO et al., 2018) and also for a FinFET technology (MORAES et al., 2018). The 

main drawback of this technique also is the area and power overheads due to the 

addition of six more transistors in the circuit.  

 

Figure 3.25: Design of the AOI21 logic cell connecting a Schmitt Trigger in the output 

 
Source: From the author 
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3.3.4 Sleep transistor 

The power-gating is one strategy widely employed in low power designs to shut off 

circuit blocks that are not in use, improving the overall power on a chip (CALIMERA et 

al., 2015). The difference among the power-gating designs is the granularity of the 

blocks. This work focuses on a fine-grained model where a sleep transistor is added to 

every cell. However, for larger circuits, the block-grained style is more indicated to 

avoid the area overhead. Figure 3.26 illustrates the AOI21 cell with a sleep transistor 

placed between the pull-down network and the ground rail.  

The sleep signal is used to control the ‘active’ (sleep = 0) and ‘idle’ (sleep = 1) 

states of the transistor. When the sleep transistor is in active mode, it guarantees a 

typical connection from the logic cell to the ground rail, acting as a supply voltage 

regulator. In the standby mode, the sleep transistor is turned off, disconnecting the 

virtual ground (VGND) from the physical ground. This behavior aims to reduce leakage 

currents, transient faults, and NBTI effects. Moreover, the addition of sleep transistors 

proved to be very efficient to mitigate the impact of process variations in planar 

technologies (REIS; CAO; WIRTH, 2015). However, two fundamental points must be 

considered to the sleep transistor technique to be successfully applied: 1) the correct 

control of the sleep signal; and 2) the adoption of proper sizing. The main disadvantage 

of this technique is the performance degradation when the sleep transistor is in the 

active mode, leading this path to become the worst-case delay of logic cells. 
 

Figure 3.26: Design of the AOI21 logic cell using a sleep transistor 

 
Source: From the author 
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4 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 

The general objectives of this thesis are to evaluate the impact of process variability 

and soft errors at the physical level in FinFET logic cells besides to investigate circuit-

level approaches to mitigate the effects caused by them. This chapter presents the 

methodological flow to achieve these goals. Moreover, the typical behavior of FinFET 

logic cells under process variability and soft errors, without any mitigation technique, 

also is discussed in this chapter.  

The set of basic and complex cells evaluated in this work are INV, NAND2, NAND3, 

NAND4, NOR2, NOR3, NOR4, AOI21, OAI21, AOI211, and OAI211. The complex 

cells are defined as ones that have both serial and parallel transistor networks. The 

AND-OR-Inverter (AOI) are two-level of logic functions composed by one or more 

AND gates precede a NOR gate. The complementary of AOI cells is the OR-AND-

Inverter (OAI) such that a NAND gate follows the OR gates. This set of logic gates was 

chosen for representing the most common cells among the standard libraries. More 

detailed information about them can be seen in Table 4.1. 
 

Table 4.1 Information about the FinFET logic cells 

Gates Number of 
Inputs 

Number of 
Transistors Area (nm2) 

INV 1 2 50.9 
NAND2 2 4 67.8 
NAND3 3 6 84.8 
NAND4 4 8 101.7 
NOR2 2 4 67.8 
NOR3 3 6 84.8 
NOR4 4 8 101.7 
AOI21 3 6 84.8 
AOI211 4 8 101.7 
OAI21 3 6 84.8 
OAI211 4 8 101.7 

Source: From the author 

 

The design flow used in this work is presented in Figure 4.1. First, this design flow 

was performed considering the standard version of cells for comparison purpose, and 

after, the schematic of each cell was changed using the circuit-level approaches 

described in Section 3.3 to obtain more reliable circuits. The standard version of 
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complex cells considers the serial transistors close to the gate output according to most 

of the standard cell libraries. This work considers the same transistor sizing (three fins) 

for all transistors of the logic gates to avoid overly difficult routing or poor density 

(VASHISHTHA et al., 2017). The variation of transistor sizing (three to five fins) is 

only applied in the extra transistors imposed by decoupling cells, Schmitt Trigger, and 

sleep transistor techniques.  
 

Figure 4.1: Design flow adopted in this work  

 
Source: From the author 

 

The logic cells pass by three elementary steps: physical design, verification flow, 

and parasitic extraction. In the physical design, the schematic, layout, and symbol of all 

logic cells were implemented using the Virtuoso tool from Cadence. Since logic cells 

are used several times in the same integrated circuit, a cell library is a way to save time 
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and avoid errors in the physical design. The height of logic cells was set as 7.5, 9, and 

10.5 tracks of metal 2 (M2) when transistors with three, four, and five fins are used in 

the design, respectively. This work follows this design pattern to allow the future 

development of a cell library focused on reliability issues.  

After, each layout was submitted to the verification flow composed by a design rule 

check (DRC) and layout versus schematic (LVS) steps. DRC checks if the layout 

satisfies the design rules as width, pitch, spacing, area, overlap, and enclosure, required 

for the layers of a given technology. On the other hand, the LVS compares devices and 

connectivities presented in the schematic with those of the layout. In this work, DRC 

and LVS steps are based on the technology rules of the 7-nm FinFET PDK called 

ASAP7 developed by ASU in collaboration with ARM Ltd (CLARK et al., 2016). This 

PDK implements the shorted-gate model, where a TAP cell is used to connect the back-

gate to the front-gate, ensuring proper functionality to transistors.  

The layer information and the basic design rules of this PDK were summarized in 

Table 2.4 and Figure 2.11. Finally, the parasitic wire resistances and capacitances (RC) 

are extracted from the layout. A new circuit netlist is generated such that each net has 

one subckt with the RC tree structure and the connections between the parasitic 

networks. Calibre tool from Mentor along with Virtuoso tool, were used to perform the 

verification flow and parasitic extraction steps. The geometric data stream (GDS) is a 

file generated by Virtuoso that represents all the geometric shapes of layout design in 

the binary format. This file can be used to reconstruct all or part of a layout, to transfer 

the layout between different tools, or to create photomasks for the fabrication process. 

A SPICE file was created with all details to perform electrical simulations such as 

input waves, supply voltage, all metrics to be measure (power, propagation delays, 

currents), technological model and the new netlist coming from the parasitic extraction 

step. This work considers FinFETs in a bulk substrate for all experiments. For a more 

realistic assessment, all logic cells drive a fan-out 4 (FO4). Moreover, two inverters are 

connected to each input to represent a load. The SPICE file is simulated to verify the 

nominal conditions, i.e., the behavior of each cell without process variability or 

radiation effects. All the electrical simulations were carried out using SPECTRE from 

Cadence. The details about process variability insertion and radiation analysis will be 

discussed in the next subsections.  
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4.1 Process Variability Evaluation 

Monte Carlo (MC) is the most common method used to model the probability of 

different outcomes that cannot easily be predicted due to the many random variables 

involved. According to (ALIOTO; CONSOLI; PALUMBO, 2015), two thousand MC 

simulations is enough to obtain accurate results in the variability analysis. For these 

reasons, this thesis considers two thousand MC simulations performed in SPECTRE 

from Cadence to estimate the behavior of FinFET logic cells under process variations. 

As presented in Chapter 3, work-function (WF) is the most impacted parameter by 

process variability in FinFET technologies. In this work, the WF is modeled as a 

Gaussian function, assuming 3-sigma (σ) deviation, which represents 99.7% of the 

normal distribution curve, as shown in Figure 4.2. 
 

Figure 4.2: Normal distribution curve  

 
Source: Adapted from (CHANDLER, 2015) 

 

All logic cells were evaluated using levels of WFF varying from 1% to 5% due to 

the lack of information from industry about the levels of WFF in current FinFET 

technologies. These variations were adopted as a reference to the nominal values of 

regular threshold voltage (RVT) model from ASAP7 at typical (TT) configuration. The 

geometric parameters and doping information of this model can be seen in Table 2.2. 

The variability database provides a summary of statistical results from MC simulations 

such as the minimum (min), and maximum (max) values, mean (μ) and standard 

deviation (σ) for all timing arcs and also for power consumption.  

The standard deviation quantifies the variation of a set of data from the nominal 

conditions. A low standard deviation indicates that the data is more close to the mean. 

Despite the data provided by the variability database for delay and power metrics, this 

work also adopted two figures of merit to allow a more detailed comparison: 1) the 
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normalized standard deviation (σ/μ) to indicate the sensitivity of logic cells to the WF 

fluctuations; and 2) the delta relation (D) to specify how much the sensitivity to process 

variation changes when logic cells are designed using a circuit-level mitigation 

approach instead of the standard version.  

The σ/μ relation was calculated for all timing arcs. From this, there are two ways to 

evaluate the delay variability. First, the higher σ/μ relation among all timing arcs is 

considered, and after, the σ/μ relation of the wort-case delay is used as a reference (the 

propagation delay with the largest mean). This thesis presents the results of delay 

variability considering both methodologies. The relative deviations in power and delay 

metrics are estimated comparing the nominal values (without any variation) with the 

mean values of Monte Carlo simulations. 

 For example, the AOI21 logic cell was designed considering the standard version, 

and also adopting the four circuit-level techniques presented in Chapter 5. Each design 

has a different σ/μ relation for delay and power metrics. A design is pointed out as the 

best choice to mitigate the delay or power variability if it has the lowest value for the 

σ/μ relation. On the other hand, the delta relation compares the σ/μ relation of the 

standard version with each of those obtained using circuit-level approaches. A technique 

is classified as favorable to power or delay variability mitigation if the delta relation has 

positive values. The same ideia was followed to evaluate the other logic cells.  

4.2 Soft Error Estimation 

The soft error susceptibility of FinFET logic cells was estimated using the 

MUSCA SEP3 tool developed by ONERA, the French Aerospace Lab (HUBERT et al., 

2009) (ARTOLA et al., 2013). MUSCA SEP3 is a radiation event generator tool, also 

based on the Monte Carlo method, which models all stages since the strike of an 

energetic particle into the matter, until the manifestation of a transient pulse on the 

circuits. The radiation particles available for analysis are the neutrons, protons, heavy-

ions, muons, and alpha particles. This tool takes into account the targeted radiation 

environment (space, avionics, ground), radiation features (LET, angle of incidence, type 

of energetic particle), dynamic transport and charge collection mechanisms, the bias 

voltage, the layout characteristics, the circuit electrical response, the STI oxide, and the 

details of manufacturing process. Figure 4.3 summarizes the design flow executed by 

the MUSCA SEP3 tool. 
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The collection charges of each transistor is calculated based on the layout of the 

device, which can be extracted from a reverse engineering or using the FEOL report 

from the GDSII file. The modeling transport and the collection of free carriers in the 

silicon are performed using 3D analytical models, through the BEOL information, that 

adopts the following mechanisms: ambipolar diffusion, dynamic collection, multi-

collection bipolar amplification to evaluate the charge sharing and pulse quenching 

phenomenon, recombination, and bias dependence. The impact of the temperature 

(down to 50K) is considered to all the physical and electrical models used for the 

transport and collection of charge in the semiconductors. The model implemented for 

the bipolar amplification depends of two aspects. First, the model uses the equivalent 

access resistances of the multigate device to determine the triggering of the bipolar 

transistor. Also, the model considers the variability of the amplification of charge 

collection as a function of LET due to the FinFET technologies.  

The SET database generated by the tool is very accurate since it considers all 

characteristics presented above. To each different setup, a new SET database is created. 

Once done, it is composed of a set of current sources to be injected in the sensitive 

nodes, i.e., the drain of transistors. The fault injection is performed automatically using 

a script along with SPECTRE from Cadence. After, the results are evaluated to 

determine the soft error susceptibility of the circuits.  
 

Figure 4.3: MUSCA SEP3 prediction flow for FinFET technology nodes  

 
Source: (ARTOLA; HUBERT; ALIOTO, 2014) 
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This work explores the heavy-ion irradiation at a normal angle of incidence, room 

temperature (27ºC), and with the supply voltage varying from the nominal value (0.7V) 

down to the near-threshold regime (0.3V). NOR2, NAND2, and AOI21 logic cells were 

evaluated under low LET, i.e., less than 15MeV.cm2.mg-1, which corresponds to the 

representative secondary particles induced by neutrons or protons in avionics and 

ground applications. The SE susceptibility also was investigated under higher LETs (30 

and 58 MeV.cm2.mg-1) representing the space environment. For obtain a more accurate 

estimation, the SET database was simulated for all input vectors. Moreover, the output 

of each cell is connected to a chain of four inverters, allowing the evaluation of 

propagation effects. A fault is accounted if the voltage amplitude of the output node 

exceeds the gate threshold voltage (VDD/2). This work adopts the cross-section (σcs) as 

the central figure of merit to estimate the SE susceptibility of logic cells. This metric 

quantifies the probability of an energetic particle crossing the area of 1cm2 and to 

produce a transient event. The relation between the SE susceptibility and the SET pulse 

width also were analyzed in this work.  

4.3 Typical Behavior of FinFET Logic Cells 

This section explores the behavior of FinFET logic cells at nominal conditions, 

and also under the effects of process variability and radiation-induced soft errors. In this 

analysis, the standard version of logic cells was evaluated without any circuit-level 

mitigation technique. The results presented in this chapter seek: 1) to reinforce that 

process variations and soft errors can modify the behavior of logic cells significantly, 

and consequently, 2) to highlight the importance of proposing techniques able to 

mitigate the effects caused by these challenges. Moreover, the results of this section will 

be used as a reference point to estimate how much the adoption of circuit-level 

approaches in the design improves the robustness of logic cells.  

4.3.1 Effects of process variability 

Process variability is a random deviation in the device structure, which causes an 

increase or decrease of typical design specifications. These deviations can affect the 

reliability of circuits because it modifies the ION/IOFF currents, the power consumption, 

the performance, the threshold voltage, and the LET threshold to induce a soft error. 

First, this section presents an overview of the impact of LER and MGG variations on 
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the ION/IOFF currents of FinFET devices. After, the power consumption and propagation 

delay metrics of FinFET logic cells are evaluated under WF fluctuations.  

4.3.1.1 Characterization of devices from ASAP7 under process variations 

The influence of deviations in the gate length (LG), fin height (HFIN), fin width 

(WFIN), and work-function (WF) due to LER and MGG variabilities were evaluated, 

focusing on the ION/IOFF currents of PFET and NFET devices from ASAP7. Figure 4.4 

illustrates the impact of process variations on the ION current of NFET devices with the 

minimum transistor sizing (1 fin). For the geometric parameters, even considering 10% 

of deviation from nominal conditions, the impact on ION current is small, i.e., less than 

5%. On the other hand, low levels of WF fluctuations already introduces at least 5% of  

deviation on the ION current. The impact of WF fluctuations on the ION current grows 

linearly with the increase in the levels of variation.  

 

Figure 4.4 Impact of geometric and WF variations on the ION current  

 
Source: Adapted from (BRENDLER et al., 2019) 

 
The density curves for the Monte Carlo simulations of each individual parameter, 

considering 10% of process variation, are shown in Figure 4.5, for the ION current. It is 

possible to observe that geometric parameters present denser results due to the small 

deviations. PFET devices are less dense than NFET devices, such that the data is further 

to the mean. However, WF fluctuations show a significant deviation, with the impact on 

the ION current ranging from nano to micro-amperes.  
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Figure 4.5 Density curves of the ION current under process variations 

 
Source: Adapted from (BRENDLER et al., 2019) 

Among the statistical variability on the geometric parameters, the deviation of HFIN 

and LG modifies the IOFF current up to 3% and 7%, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.6. 

However, the roughness in the WFIN may provoke more than 10% of deviation if the 

fabrication process introduces more than 5% of process variation. Figure 4.7 shows the 

influence of WF fluctuations on the IOFF current for PFET and NFET devices. The WF 

fluctuations produce IOFF currents drastically higher than the nominal behavior, mainly 

for PFET devices. Some of these highest values can be considered inaccurate because 

they are very similar to the ION currents, but regardless, the WF already was pointed out 

as the most impacted parameter by process variations in FinFET technologies. 

 
Figure 4.6 Impact of geometric variations on the IOFF current 

 
Source: Adapted from (BRENDLER et al., 2019) 
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Figure 4.7 Impact of work-function fluctuations on the IOFF current 

 
Source: Adapted from (BRENDLER et al., 2019) 

 

The density curves for the IOFF current under process variations are presented in 

Figure 4.8 for both devices. Geometric parameters, such as gate length and fin width, 

demonstrate a reduction on the density for PFET devices while the fin height becomes 

denser. However, NFET devices are more impacted by the fin width variations, 

presenting a wider density curve. The WF fluctuations show large deviation mainly for 

PFET devices, even at small levels of variation.  

 
Figure 4.8 Density curves for the IOFF current under process variation  

 
Source: From the author 
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The characterization of devices adopting the electrical model provided by ASAP7 is 

consistent with those obtained using other multigate technologies (MEINHARDT; 

ZIMPECK; REIS, 2014a). The work-function fluctuations dominate the impact on the 

ION/IOFF currents of FinFET devices. The increase in the number of fins is a way to 

protect the devices against geometric variations, but this methodology not work to 

attenuate the WF fluctuation effects. For this reason, henceforward, this thesis always 

adopts the work-function fluctuations for all process variability assessments.  

4.3.1.2 Sensitivity to process variations 

The WF fluctuations on FinFET devices can generate power and delay deviations. 

These deviations are estimated using the normalized standard deviation (σ/µ relation). 

In this work, we adopt the terminology ‘power variability’ and ‘delay variability’ to 

indicate the deviations on power and delay due to WF fluctuations, respectively. Table 

4.2 and Table 4.3 show the typical values for the propagation delay (σ/μ relation of 

worst-case) and power consumption of each gate, respectively, at nominal conditions 

(nom) and under WF fluctuations from 1% to 5%. As expected, there is an increase in 

the sensitivity of logic cells to the process variation (σ/µ) when higher levels of WF 

fluctuations were explored for both metrics. Logic cells with a larger number of inputs 

are less robust to WF fluctuations. For example, the NAND4 is at least 9.2% and 20.6% 

more sensitive than NAND2 to the delay and power variability, respectively.  

Comparing the sensitivity of basic cells, the NOR cells are more impacted by 

process variations than NAND cells. In relation to the complex cells, the AOI21 and 

OAI211 cells are more robust to delay variability than OAI21 and AOI211 cells. These 

cells have a similar behavior to the power variability, except when the AOI21 cell 

suffers 1-3% of deviation, and the OAI211 cell has 5% of variation from nominal 

values. In general, FinFET logic cells are more sensitive to delay variability for 

deviations up to 4%, but an opposite behavior can be verified for variations from 5%, 

i.e., the logic cells become more susceptible to power variability. Moreover, variations 

of 5% almost triple the sensitivity of logic cells to power variability when compared 

with 4% of deviation. The mean (µ) of MC simulations at standard version is considered 

later to estimate the penalties imposed by circuit-level mitigation techniques. 
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Table 4.2 Propagation delay at nominal conditions and under WF fluctuations adopting 
as metric the σ/μ relation of worst-case delay 

Gates nom 
(ps) 

1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 
μ     

(ps) 
σ/μ    
(%) 

μ     
(ps) 

σ/μ    
(%) 

μ     
(ps) 

σ/μ    
(%) 

μ     
(ps) 

σ/μ    
(%) 

μ      
(ps) 

σ/μ       
(%) 

INV 6.3 6.3 4.42 6.4 10.46 6.6 18.01 6.9 25.58 7.2 34.02 
NAND2 9.6 9.6 4.02 9.8 9.25 10.0 15.93 10.4 22.51 10.7 29.10 
NAND3 14.2 14.2 4.43 14.5 11.12 14.9 18.26 15.4 24.76 16.0 31.35 
NAND4 19.2 19.3 4.86 19.7 12.45 20.4 19.44 21.1 25.65 21.8 32.05 
NOR2 12.6 12.8 6.79 13.2 16.21 13.7 23.68 14.2 30.91 14.8 39.90 
NOR3 19.9 20.3 9.32 21.1 18.06 21.8 24.70 22.5 31.64 23.4 40.64 
NOR4 28.1 28.9 10.74 29.9 18.34 30.8 24.64 31.7 31.54 32.9 40.60 
AOI21 14.1 14.2 6.87 14.7 15.83 15.2 23.10 15.7 30.35 16.4 39.53 
AOI211 21.9 22.4 9.10 23.2 17.48 23.9 24.12 24.7 31.19 25.6 40.45 
OAI21 14.2 14.3 6.99 14.8 15.97 15.3 23.25 15.8 30.55 16.5 39.80 
OAI211 15.7 15.8 7.33 16.4 16.08 16.9 23.23 17.4 30.58 18.1 40.02 

Source: From the author 
 

Table 4.3 Power consumption at nominal conditions and under WF fluctuations 

Gates nom 
(nW) 

1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 
μ     

(nW) 
σ/μ    
(%) 

μ     
(nW) 

σ/μ    
(%) 

μ     
(nW) 

σ/μ    
(%) 

μ      
(nW) 

σ/μ       
(%) 

μ      
(nW) 

σ/μ       
(%) 

INV 427 431 3.39 434 7.07 442 11.92 455 20.84 485 51.83 
NAND2 540 534 2.92 539 6.13 547 10.22 562 18.26 596 49.19 
NAND3 591 607 3.56 613 7.42 624 12.18 643 21.28 689 56.05 
NAND4 663 668 4.09 676 8.45 689 13.79 714 23.95 769 61.97 
NOR2 532 543 3.38 548 6.77 556 10.95 571 18.98 606 49.20 
NOR3 626 628 3.98 634 8.21 645 13.20 666 22.05 711 53.28 
NOR4 691 698 4.64 707 9.52 722 15.24 747 24.90 803 57.51 
AOI21 615 642 3.34 648 6.58 658 10.79 676 18.90 718 49.89 
AOI211 649 651 3.93 658 8.10 670 13.22 692 22.77 743 58.03 
OAI21 575 576 3.21 580 6.37 589 10.52 606 19.32 646 55.40 
OAI211 605 606 3.35 611 6.92 621 11.50 640 21.46 689 62.20 

Source: Adapted from (ZIMPECK et al., 2019a) 
 
The impact of delay variability also can be evaluated using the higher σ/μ relation 

among the timing arcs of each logic cell. As shown in Table 4.4, except for the inverter, 

the sensibility of all logic cells become bigger. Moreover, the mean of MC simulations 

is smaller. This happens because the higher σ/μ relation among the timing arcs normally 

not corresponds to the worst-case delay. However, the most statements previously 

presented using the σ/μ relation of worst-case delay may still be considered. The main 

difference is that AOI21 cell is less sensitive than OAI21 only with 1% of deviation.  
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Table 4.4 Propagation delay at nominal conditions and under WF fluctuations adopting 
as metric the higher σ/μ relation 

Gates nom 
(ps) 

1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 
μ     

(ps) 
σ/μ    
(%) 

μ     
(ps) 

σ/μ    
(%) 

μ     
(ps) 

σ/μ    
(%) 

μ     
(ps) 

σ/μ    
(%) 

μ      
(ps) 

σ/μ       
(%) 

INV 6.3 6.3 4.42 6.4 10.46 6.6 18.01 6.9 25.58 7.2 34.02 
NAND2 7.1 7.1 4.61 7.2 10.83 7.4 18.15 7.7 25.50 8.0 33.98 
NAND3 12.4 12.5 4.88 12.8 12.23 13.2 20.06 13.7 27.05 14.3 34.49 
NAND4 15.9 16.0 5.58 16.5 14.43 17.2 22.42 17.8 29.33 18.6 36.38 
NOR2 11.8 11.9 6.79 12.4 17.14 12.9 24.94 13.4 32.42 14.0 41.70 
NOR3 17.5 18.0 10.36 18.8 19.96 19.5 27.11 20.2 34.53 21.1 44.16 
NOR4 23.5 24.4 12.51 25.4 21.12 26.2 28.11 26.2 35.71 28.3 45.70 
AOI21 11.8 11.9 7.30 12.4 17.17 12.9 24.97 13.4 32.45 14.0 41.75 
AOI211 17.6 18.0 10.38 18.8 19.98 19.5 27.13 20.2 34.55 21.1 44.17 
OAI21 13.4 13.5 7.35 14.0 16.77 14.5 24.35 15.0 31.89 15.6 41.45 
OAI211 15.2 15.0 7.67 15.5 16.81 16.1 24.22 16.6 31.80 17.3 41.54 

Source: Adapted from (ZIMPECK et al., 2019a) 

4.3.2 Susceptibility to Soft Errors 

Soft errors are transient events with a short time interval induced by energetic 

particles coming from terrestrial and space radiations. Radiation-induced soft errors 

may cause critical failures on system behavior, which can lead to financial or human life 

losses. This section evaluates the impact of soft errors in three FinFET logic cells under 

low LET values, i.e., less than 15MeV.cm2.mg-1. These LET values have been targeted 

because correspond to secondary particles induced by neutrons at avionic and ground 

applications. The metric for soft error evaluation is the SET cross section considering 

the most sensitive input vector and also the mean of all input vectors.  

Figure 4.9 shows the soft error susceptibility of NAND2, NOR2, and AOI21 cells at 

near-threshold regime (0.3V) considering the most sensitive input vector. For all LETs 

investigated, the three logic gates are free of faults at 0.6V and core voltage. The AOI21 

cell is free of faults with a LET of 5MeV.cm2.mg-1, and soft errors are only seen in the 

output of NAND2 and NOR2 cells at 0.3V. On the other hand, it is possible to observe 

some faults at 0.4V and 0.5V when higher LET (15MeV.cm2.mg-1) was investigated. 

The reduction of number of faults happens due to the FinFET disruptive nature that 

increase the minimum charge required to induce a SET pulse. Moreover, this behavior 

is consistent with the previous work obtained for the same technology on majority 

voters (AGUIAR et al., 2017). 
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Figure 4.9 SET cross section of logic cells operating at near-threshold regime 
considering the most sensitive input vector 

 
Source: From the author 

 

The logic cell more susceptible to soft errors is the AOI21 because most of the 

current sources from the SET database generated visible faults at the output. However, 

the increase of the LET from 10 to 15MeV.cm2.mg-1 does not impact significantly the 

cross section. On the other hand, the increase of the cross section of basic cells is almost 

linear to the increase of LET according to Figure 4.9. The simulations indicate a higher 

SET cross section to the NAND2 cell, such that it also agrees with the previous work 

that uses the ASAP7 model (AGUIAR et al., 2017). The NOR2 cell is around 17.4%, 

21.7%, and 25.5% more robust than NAND2 cell to soft error impact for LETs equal to 

5, 10, and 15MeV.cm2.mg-1, respectively. 

 Figure 4.10 demonstrates the same analysis, but the cross section was calculated 

using the mean of faults for all input vectors. It is possible to note that the susceptibility 

of basic cells to soft error is very similar when all input vectors were considered. 

Moreover, the SET cross section of AOI21 cell decreases around 65% for both LETs 

because the other input vectors manifested fewer faults compared to the most sensitive 

input vector. The error bars in all SET cross section graphs are defined as one divided 

by the square root of the number of SETs representing the statistical error induced by 

Monte Carlo simulations (HUBERT; ARTOLA, 2013). 
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Figure 4.10 SET cross section of logic cells operating at near-threshold regime 
considering all input vectors 

 
Source: From the author 
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5 PROCESS VARIABILITY AND SOFT ERROR 
MITIGATION 

This chapter evaluates the use of circuit-level approaches in the design of FinFET 

logic cells to improve the process variability effects and the soft error susceptibility. In 

addition to the benefits of each technique, this chapter also presents the mitigation 

tendency when different levels of WF fluctuations, transistor sizing, and LET values 

were used. The results presented in this chapter seek: 1) to prove the efficiency of the 

four circuit-level mitigation approaches investigated in this thesis considering different 

test scenarios, 2) to indicate the pros and cons in adopting each one of them, and 3) to 

provide an overall comparison to allow the designers to choose the best technique 

depending on the target application.  

5.1 Design with Circuit-Level Mitigation Approaches 

Transistor reordering and the adoption of decoupling cells, Schmitt Triggers, and 

sleep transistors are the four circuit-level techniques explored in the next subsections.  

In general, all approaches demonstrate interesting results to control the process variation 

and the soft error susceptibility. Furthermore, this work also provides a trade-off 

evaluation considering power consumption, performance, and area penalties.  

5.1.1 Transistor reordering 

Transistor reordering is a simple technique based on rearranged transistor networks 

keeping the same logic function. Different transistor combinations change the electrical 

and physical characteristics of logic cells, and consequently, it also modifies the 

susceptibility to process variations and radiation-induced soft errors. As an example, 

Figure 5.1 shows the schematic and the layout of the two possible FinFET 

implementations of AOI21 cell with three fins. The reordering of transistor ‘A’ 

maintains the same layout width, just increasing the amount of metal 1 (M1) to do the 

new connections correctly. The reordering of transistors ‘B’ and ‘C’ is not necessary 

because it does not change the electrical behavior of AOI21 logic cell. In this way, we 

did the same reordering for other complex cells, such as OAI21, AOI211, and OAI211. 

Both implementation versions of these logic cells also keep the same layout width.  
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Figure 5.1 Schematic and layout of AOI21 cell implemented at standard version and 
using the transistor reordering technique 

 
Source: From the author 

 
Figure 5.2 shows the sensitivity of logic cells designed at standard version and using 

the transistor reordering technique, under 5% of WF deviation from nominal conditions. 

For the delay variability, the metric used was the σ/μ relation of worst-case delay. The 

placement of serial transistors as far as possible to the cell output (like the version 

presented in the right of Figure 5.1) improves at least 4.9% the robustness of logic cells 

to the power variability, reaching 7% for the AOI21 cell. On the other hand, the 

attenuation of delay variability is only achieved if the transistor reordering is applied on 

the OAI cells. The transistor reordering enhanced the delay variability robustness 

around 8% and 22.1% for the OAI21 and OAI211 cells, respectively.  

 
Figure 5.2 Sensitivity of logic cells to the process variability using transistor reordering 

 
Source: From the author 
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The delay variability also can be measured using the highest σ/μ relation among all 

timing arcs of each logic cell, as illustrates the Figure 5.3. The tendency of sensitivity is 

the same, the transistor reordering remains disadvantageous for attenuate the delay 

variability of AOI cells. However, the robustness gain in adopting the transistor 

reordering technique is smaller, around 5.6% for the OAI21 logic cell and 10% for the 

OAI211 logic cell.  

 

Figure 5.3 Sensitivity of logic cells to the delay variability using transistor reordering 

 
Source: From the author 

 
The influence of transistor reordering technique to the process variability mitigation 

was published in (ZIMPECK et al., 2018). The results are obtained adopting the 

HSPICE from Synopsys and the first version of ASAP7 PDK. As all other techniques 

evaluated in this thesis used the SPECTRE from Cadence as well as the last version of 

ASAP7 PDK, the experiments were re-simulated to ensure a fair comparison. For these 

reasons, there are some differences between the values presented here and in the paper, 

but the design flow is the same.  

The transistor reordering technique does not add any extra transistor, such that all 

modifications happen in the transistors themselves from the standard version. For this 

reason, the influence of the number of fins has not been evaluated. Moreover, when this 

technique was evaluated with levels of WF fluctuations varying from 1% to 4%, the 

improvements in power and delay variability were less than 2%. Thus, as statistically is 

not advantageous to apply this technique for these levels of variation, the results are not 

presented in this thesis.  
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5.1.1.1 Soft error susceptibility 

A comparison between the SET cross section of AOI21 cell considering the standard 

version and the transistor reordering technique is shown in Figure 5.4, for most sensitive 

input vector and a LET of 10MeV.cm2.mg-1. For this LET, both topologies show none 

events on the range from 0.5V to the nominal voltage (0.7V). Consequently, the choice 

of different transistor arrangements in the AOI21 cell for these supply voltages does not 

influence its susceptibility to soft errors.  

At near-threshold regime (0.3V-0.4V), the transistor reordering putting the serial 

transistors as far as possible to the output is not favorable to mitigate the soft error 

susceptibility. The AOI21 cell is 20% more robust to soft errors if the standard version 

is kept in the design. For LETs below to 10MeV.cm2.mg-1, both topologies are free of 

faults independently of the core voltage. The results for 15MeV.cm2.mg-1 are omitted 

due to the similarity with the 10MeV.cm2.mg-1. 

 

Figure 5.4 SET cross section of AOI21 cell under a LET of 10MeV.cm2.mg-1 
considering most sensitive input vector 

 
Source: Adapted from (ZIMPECK et. al, 2019b) 

 
Figure 5.5 shows the cross section for the AOI21 cell operating at near-threshold 

regime (0.3V) as a function of LETs up to 58 MeV.cm2.mg-1. First, it is important to 

note that the standard version continues to be less sensitive than the design with 

transistor reordering for all levels of LET investigated. The soft error susceptibility 
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using the standard version is smaller by around 37%, 24% and 5% for LETs equal to 20, 

30 and 58MeV.cm2.mg-1, respectively. Another interesting factor is that the advantage 

in using the standard version decreases for higher LETs. Both topologies under higher 

LET values also were tested considering the core voltage varying from 0.4V to 0.7V, 

but no events were detected in the output of AOI21 cell. In summary, the transistor 

reordering is not a favorable technique for soft error mitigation.  

 
Figure 5.5 SET cross section of AOI21 logic cell under higher LET values 

 

Source: Adapted from (ZIMPECK et. al, 2019b) 

 
The histograms of SET pulse width for both topologies are shown in Figure 5.6 and 

Figure 5.7 for the AOI21 cell under a LET of 10MeV.cm2.mg-1 and 58MeV.cm2.mg-1, 

respectively. The range of SET pulse width measured for low LET is between 267-

1800ps while for high LET dose is between 120-600ns. As expected, the SET pulse 

widths have a wide distribution and increase significantly for higher LET levels.  

The standard version generates predominantly smaller SET pulse widths when 

compared with the full distribution of pulses in both LETs investigated. For a LET of 

10MeV.cm2.mg-1, most of SET pulse widths (around 90%) are smaller than 1000ps. The 

opposite happens with a design using the transistor reordering technique, such that 78% 

of the SET pulse widths are larger than 1000ps. For a LET of 58MeV.cm2.mg-1, a 

similar tendency can be observed. The transistor reordering results in 92% of the SET 

pulse widths larger than 350ps.  
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Figure 5.6 SET pulse width distribution for the AOI21 gate designed in the standard 
version and using the transistor reordering under a LET of 10MeV.cm2.mg-1 

 

Source: Adapted from (ZIMPECK et. al, 2019b) 
 

Figure 5.7 SET pulse width distribution for the AOI21 gate designed in the standard 
version and using the transistor reordering under a LET of 58MeV.cm2.mg-1 

 

Source: Adapted from (ZIMPECK et. al, 2019b) 

5.1.2 Decoupling cells 

The insertion of decoupling cells is a capacitive method that increases the critical 

charge of the node that is connected to them. Moreover, the transistors in cross-coupled 

mode help to ensure better signal integrity, decreasing the impact caused by process 

variations. Considering that, for the logic gates investigated, the output node is most 
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vulnerable to soft errors and the sensitivity of gates to process variability is measured 

using the output signal, the decoupling cells were connected to the output node. Figure 

5.8 shows the schematic and the layout of AOI21 logic gate using decoupling cells with 

sizing equal to three fins. This technique demands four extra transistors, increasing the 

layout width, and consequently, the area of AOI21 gate around 1.4x.  

 

Figure 5.8 Schematic and layout of AOI21 gate implemented using decoupling cells 

 
Source: From the author 

 

The delay and power variability of all logic gates in the standard version and using 

decoupling cells is shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, respectively, considering 5% of 

deviation from nominal values and the σ/μ relation of the worst-case delay. According 

to the results, the adoption of decoupling cells is an effective approach to obtain logic 

gates more robust to process variations, presenting more significant reductions for 

power variability.   

On average, a design with decoupling cells decreases the delay variability of logic 

gates around 5.1%, if compared with the standard version. The improvements for the 

NAND and AOI gates increase as the number of inputs also increase, but the opposite 

behavior was verified for the NOR and OAI gates, with a drop in the gains. Except for 

AOI21 gate, all the other presented a minimal improvement of 4% in the delay 

variability.  

The gains on power variability using decoupling cells are 8.6%, on average. Logic 

gates with a smaller number of inputs presented higher power variability mitigation. 

Among all logic gates evaluated, the NAND2 presented the highest gain (9.4%) in the 

power variability while the lowest improvement is equal to 7%, obtained by the NOR4 

logic gate. 
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Figure 5.9 Delay variability using decoupling cells 

 
Source: From the author 

 
Figure 5.10 Power variability using decoupling cells 

 
Source: From the author 

5.1.2.1 Impact of different levels of WF fluctuations 

The design of each logic gate using decoupling cells was evaluated under different 

levels of WF fluctuations. As an example, Figure 5.11 shows the delay variability of 

NAND2 gate with process variations from 1% to 5% adopting the highest σ/μ relation. 

The insertion of decoupling cells become advantageous for fabrication processes with 

WF fluctuations above 2%. The same behavior was observed for all logic gates studied 

in this work.  
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The gains for the NAND2 gate increase as the percentage of variation also increases, 

reaching up to 5.6% with 5% of WFF, as can be seen in the values highlighted above 

the circles. This tendency also was verified for the INV, and NAND3 cells. However, 

the opposite happens for all the other gates, such that the variations of 3% instead of 5% 

presented the most robust results. According to Figure 5.12, it is possible to analyze the 

delay variability of NAND2 gate considering the σ/μ relation of worst-case delay. 

Although the trend for all logic gates remains the same, the gains in adopting the 

decoupling cells technique become smaller.   

 

Figure 5.11 Delay variability of NAND2 gate with different levels of WFF considering 
the highest σ/μ relation 

 
Source: Adapted from (ZIMPECK et. al, 2019a) 

 

On the other hand, a design with decoupling cells is only advantageous for power 

variability if the variation from nominal conditions is above 4%, as highlighted in 

Figure 5.13. If the NAND2 logic gate suffers a deviation of 5%, the use of decoupling 

cells brings an improvement of around 9.4%. Except for the inverter, all the other logic 

gates presented the same tendency to process variability mitigation. Depending on the 

levels of WFF, a design with decoupling cells introduced gains in the delay and power 

variability up to 10.3% and 10.7%, respectively.  
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Figure 5.12 Delay variability of NAND2 gate with different levels of WFF considering 
the σ/μ relation of worst-case delay 

 

Source: From the author 
 

Figure 5.13 Power variability of NAND2 gate with different levels of WFF  

 
Source: Adapted from (ZIMPECK et. al, 2019a) 

5.1.2.2 Sizing influence 

The total capacitance in the output of each gate depends on the transistor sizing of 

decoupling cells. As FinFET devices have a discrete sizing, it is possible to place 
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multiple fins in parallel to obtain wider FinFETs. The gains of a NAND2 logic gate 

with decoupling cells exploring a different number of fins can be seen in Figure 5.14. 

Process variability robustness increases even more when larger decoupling cells are 

used. For example, considering the process variations of 5% WFF, the adoption of 

decoupling cells with five fins reduces the sensitivity of power and delay variability in 

3.7% and 2.4% when compared with a layout with three fins, respectively.  

On the other hand, the adoption of decoupling cells with 3% of WF variations from 

nominal values generates a worsening in the sensitivity of power variability. This 

behavior intensifies when larger decoupling cells are used in the design. The behavioral 

trend for the other logic gates remains the same.  

 

Figure 5.14 Improvements in connecting decoupling cells with different number of 
fins in the output of NAND2 logic gate 

 

Source: Adapted from (ZIMPECK et al., 2019a) 

5.1.2.3 Exploring decoupling cells with transistor reordering 

The effectiveness of applying the transistor reordering technique with the insertion 

of decoupling cells is presented in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 for the delay and power 

variability, respectively. In this case, the transistor reordering (reor) presents the lowest 

values in most of the cases observing the σ/μ relation. The standard topology (std) has a 

little advantage for the OAI gates under 3% of WFF for delay analysis, and, also for 

AOI211 complex gate exposed to 5% of WFF. However, in general, the results differ 

less than 2%, signalizing a not statistically significant difference in the deviation. Thus, 
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the influence of the transistor arrangement does not show a direct relation to increasing 

the process variability robustness when the decoupling cells are used in the design. 

 

Figure 5.15  Delay variability exploring decoupling cells with transistor reordering 

 

Source: Adapted from (ZIMPECK et al., 2019a) 
 
 

Figure 5.16  Power variability exploring decoupling cells with transistor reordering 

 

Source: (ZIMPECK et al., 2019a) 

5.1.2.4 Soft error susceptibility 

The SE susceptibility of the NAND2 gate was investigated considering the standard 

version and connecting decoupling cells in the output with the core voltage varying 

from 0.7V down to 0.3V. From nominal voltage until 0.5V, the NAND2 gate is free of 
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faults for both design possibilities. Few faults were observed in the output at 0.4V, i.e., 

less than 6% of current sources from the SET database considering all LETs evaluated.  

Nevertheless, the design using decoupling cells presented a little improvement in the 

SET vulnerability. The comparison between the SET cross section of the NAND2 gate 

in the standard version and with the decoupling cells connected in the output at near-

threshold regime (0.3V) is presented in Figure 5.17. The results showed that the SE 

vulnerability decreases around 24.5%, 23.7%, and 11.4% for LETs equal to 15, 20, and 

58MeV.cm2.mg-1 when decoupling cells are adopted in the design. Like the previous 

technique, the use of decoupling cells is more advantageous for lower LETs. 

  
Figure 5.17 SET cross section of NAND2 gate using decoupling cells 

 
Source: (ZIMPECK et. al, 2019b) 

 

The SET pulse width distribution to the NAND2 gate in the standard version and 

using decoupling cells for a LET of 15 and 58 MeV.cm2.mg-1 can be shown in Figure 

5.18 and Figure 5.19, respectively. Although the design of FinFET gates connecting 

decoupling cells in the output is better to improve the SE susceptibility, larger SET 

pulses were verified mainly under higher LET levels.  
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Figure 5.18 SET pulse width distribution for the NAND2 gate designed with and 
without decoupling cells under a LET of 20MeV.cm2.mg-1 

 
Source: (ZIMPECK et. al, 2019b) 

 
Figure 5.19 SET pulse width distribution for the NAND2 gate designed with and 

without decoupling cells under a LET of 58MeV.cm2.mg-1 

 
Source: (ZIMPECK et. al, 2019b) 
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5.1.3 Schmitt Trigger 

The use of Schmitt Triggers is an effective method for increasing the ION-to-IOFF 

current ratio, and consequently, for minimizing the output degradation. Moreover, the 

design with Schmitt Trigger increases the capacitance of the output node of logic cells. 

These features help to mitigate the process variability effects and the soft error 

susceptibility. Figure 5.20 illustrates the schematic and layout of the AOI21 cell with a 

Schmitt Trigger of three fins connected in the output. The six extra transistors imposed 

by this technique alter the layout width, increasing the area of AOI21 cell around 1.4x. 

Among all methods evaluated, the layout of the Schmitt Trigger is unique to use M2 

rails for connecting the source terminals of PF and NF transistors.   

 

Figure 5.20 Schematic and layout of AOI21 logic cell implemented using Schmitt 
Trigger  

 
Source: From the author 

 
The sensitivity of logic cells to process variations decreases considerably connecting 

Schmitt Trigger in the output node. The attenuation in the delay and power variability 

using this approach can be seen in Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22, respectively, with 

fabrication process deviation of 5%. On average, the delay variability of logic cells has 

an improvement of around 26.6%. The NAND4 is the most benefited cell with the 

Schmitt Trigger technique, reaching 29.6% of delay variability mitigation.  

The design with a Schmitt Trigger provides the power variability mitigation of 

28.3%, on average. More improvements can be found for logic cells with a larger 

number of inputs. However, the minimum gain (19.3%) in power variability adopting 

this approach is already considerable value.   
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Figure 5.21 Delay variability mitigation using Schmitt Trigger  

 
Source: From the author 

 

Figure 5.22 Power variability mitigation using Schmitt Trigger 

 
Source: From the author 

5.1.3.1 Impact of different levels of WF fluctuations 

The advantages in adopting the Schmitt Trigger change according to the level of WF 

fluctuation that a logic cell is exposed. For exemplify this statement, Figure 5.23 shows 

the impact of the process variations on the delay variability of AOI21 cell. Lower levels 

of WF fluctuations improve even more the delay variability. However, logic cells under 

1% and 2% of deviation do not follow this trend. This behavior is verified for all logic 

cells investigated in this work. 
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Figure 5.23 Delay variability of AOI21 cell with different levels of WFF 

  
Source: From the author 

 

Figure 5.24 illustrates the tendency of power variability mitigation when the AOI21 

cell connected to a Schmitt Trigger was analyzed under different levels of WF 

fluctuation. It is possible to verify an opposite behavior of delay variability, such that 

more improvements in the power variability are achieved with higher levels of 

deviation. This conclusion for the AOI21 cell also can be applied to all logic cells. On 

average, the Schmitt Trigger technique provides power variability mitigation of 18% 

and 22.3% for 3% and 4% of deviation from nominal conditions.   

 

Figure 5.24 Power variability of AOI21 cell with different levels of WFF 

 
Source: From the author 
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5.1.3.2 Sizing influence 

The influence in connecting a Schmitt Trigger with a different number of fins in the 

output of AOI21 cell was verified in Figure 5.25. Larger Schmitt Triggers decrease the 

impact on power variability considerably. For example, considering the process 

variations of 3% and 5%, the use of Schmitt Trigger with five fins improves the 

sensitivity of power variability in 22.8% and 10.8% if compared with a layout with 

three fins, respectively. On the other hand, the increase in the number of fins contributes 

less than 2% for delay variability mitigation, independently of the levels of WF 

fluctuation. In this way, investing in larger Schmitt Triggers is only advantageous to 

attenuate power variability.  

 
Figure 5.25 Improvements in connecting a Schmitt Trigger with different number of 

fins in the output of AOI21 logic cell 

 
Source: From the author 

5.1.3.3 Soft error susceptibility 

The soft error susceptibility of NAND2, NOR2, and AOI21 logic cells was analyzed 

under low and higher LETs, varying from 5 to 58MeV.cm2.mg-1. Moreover, all input 

vectors were tested as well as the core voltage was modified until the near-threshold 

regime (0.3V). The results show that a design using a Schmitt Trigger is very promising 

for soft error mitigation. The three logic cells become free of faults (no events seen at 

gate output) using this technique, independently of the LET, input vector or core voltage 

employed in the design. 
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5.1.4 Sleep transistors 

A design with sleep transistor helps to reduce the leakage currents, transient faults, 

process variations, and NBTI effects. For all logic gates investigated, a sleep transistor 

was inserted between the pull-down network, and the ground rail. As an example, 

Figure 5.26 shows the schematic and layout of AOI21 cell using a sleep transistor with 

transistor sizing equal to three fins. The extra transistor modifies the layout width, 

increasing the area of AOI21 cell around 0.3x.  

 

Figure 5.26 Schematic and layout of AOI21 cell implemented using sleep transistor 

 
Source: From the author 

 

Figure 5.27 and Figure 5.28 show the sensibility of logic gates to the delay and 

power variability, respectively, when a sleep transistor with three fins is added in the 

design with 5% of WF fluctuation. The results confirm the efficiency of this technique 

to mitigate the effects of process variation because the σ/µ relation of logic cells is 

reduced in most of the cases.  

The NAND2 cell obtained 17.1% of attenuation in the delay variability. Fewer gains 

were observed for the NAND cell with three (15.8%) and four (13.7%) inputs. The most 

significant improvement in the delay variability can be observed in the AOI21 and OAI 

cells, where the mitigation is 36.4%, on average, for 5% of WF deviation. Nevertheless, 

the sleep transistor is not advantageous to control the delay variability for the inverter, 
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AOI211, and NOR cells. This worsening is related to how the transistors in the pull-

down network are arranged along with the sleep transistor.  

On the other hand, a design with a sleep transistor is favorable to mitigate the power 

variability of all logic gates. Except for the inverter, the gains adopting this technique 

vary from 7.9% to 12.4%, considering 5% of deviation. Moreover, the basic 

(NAND/NOR) and complex (AOI/OAI) cells with a larger number of inputs present 

more benefits regarding power variability reduction. 

 
Figure 5.27 Delay variability using a sleep transistor 

 
Source: From the author 

 
Figure 5.28 Power variability using a sleep transistor 

 
Source: From the author 
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5.1.4.1 Impact of different levels of WF fluctuations 

The design of each logic cell using a sleep transistor was evaluated under different 

levels of WF fluctuations (1-5%). Higher levels of WF variations intensify the power 

variability mitigation, as shown in Figure 5.29, for the AOI21 logic cell. According to 

the values in green, the gains of AOI21 cell with the sleep transistor technique reach up 

to 8.5% with 5% of WFF. The same behavior was verified for most of the logic gates, 

except for INV, NOR2, and OAI211 cells. On average, the power variability is 

improved around 6.5%, and 9.2% for 3%, and 5% of deviation from nominal conditions.  

 

Figure 5.29 Sensitivity of AOI21 cell to power variability using a sleep transistor with 
different levels of WFF 

 
Source: From the author 

 

The opposite behavior was verified for the delay variability, such that low levels of 

WF fluctuations provide better mitigation results for the AOI21 cell, as shown the green 

values in Figure 5.30. The sleep transistor technique improves the delay variability 

around 51.8% for process variation with 1% of deviation from nominal values. This 

trend is in agreement with those observed for the Schmitt Trigger technique. However, 

it is important to highlight that for the sleep transistor technique, this tendency behavior 

is not valid for all the logic cells studied in this work. Moreover, the addition of a sleep 

transistor in the design is disadvantageous to mitigate the delay variability of NOR cells 

and AOI211 cell. 
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Figure 5.30 Sensitivity of AOI21 cell to delay variability using a sleep transistor 
with different levels of WFF 

 
Source: From the author 

5.1.4.2 Sizing influence 

The influence of different sleep transistor sizes to the process variability mitigation 

is shown in Figure 5.31, using the AOI21 cell as an example. Independently of the 

levels of variation, larger sleep transistors contribute less than 2% both for power and 

delay mitigation, if compared with the smaller version (3 fins). This behavior is similar 

to all the other logic cells adopting different transistor sizing. In this way, the best 

alternative is to use a smaller sleep transistor, ensuring favorable process variability 

mitigation, avoiding even more penalties in performance, power consumption, and area.    

 
Figure 5.31 Impact of sleep transistor sizing in the process variability mitigation of 

AOI21 gate 

 
Source: (ZIMPECK et. al, 2019c) 
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5.1.4.3 Soft error susceptibility 

The soft error susceptibility of NAND2, NOR2, and AOI21 logic cells was analyzed 

under low and higher LETs, varying from 5 to 58MeV.cm2.mg-1. Moreover, all input 

vectors were tested as well as the core voltage was modified until the near-threshold 

regime (0.3V). The results shows that a design using a sleep transistor is also very 

promising for soft error mitigation. The three logic cells become free of faults (no 

events seen at gate output) using this technique, independently of the LET, input vector 

or core voltage employed in the design. 

5.2 Technique Drawbacks  

The use of circuit-level techniques brought several benefits regarding the mitigation 

of process variability and soft errors. However, some approaches add extra transistors in 

the design that consequently, increases the area, power consumption, and performance 

of logic cells when compared with the standard version. Moreover, even that the 

transistor reordering keeps the same number of transistors in the design, this approach 

modifies the electrical behavior, introducing some penalties in the metrics. This section 

is dedicated to discussing the penalties involved in the adoption of each proposed 

mitigation technique.  

5.2.1 Area 

All transistors of the logic cells were designed using the same sizing, but the extra 

transistors imposed by some approaches were evaluated using different sizing to verify 

the mitigation capability. The number of extra transistors, as well as the area of the logic 

cells using each technique, are shown in Table 5.1.  

In terms of area occupied, the transistor reordering is the best technique, because it 

has no area penalties. The addition of decoupling cells or Schmitt Triggers in the cell 

output introduces a different number of extra transistors, but the area penalty for both is 

the same. This happens because the signal in the gate terminal is different for the pair of 

transistors in the cross-coupled mode. Since the ASAP7 PDK does not allow the gate 

layer break, more area is demanded in the layout of decoupling cells to adjust each input 

(see Figure 5.8). The increase of area can vary between 2.2x and 4.5x, depending on the 

number of inputs and the sizing of extra transistors.  
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Table 5.1 Area penalties in adopting each circuit-level mitigation techniques 

Techniques 
Extra 

transistors  Sizing Area of logic cells (nm2) 
1 input 2 inputs 3 inputs 4 inputs 

Standard version - 3 fins 50.9 67.8 84.8 101.7 
Transistor reordering 0 3 fins - - 84.8 101.7 

Decoupling cells 4 
3 fins 169.6 186.5 203.5 220.4 
4 fins 198.7 218.6 238.5 258.3 
5 fins 227.9 250.7 273.5 296.2 

Schmitt Trigger 6 
3 fins 169.6 186.5 203.5 220.4 
4 fins 198.7 218.6 238.5 258.3 
5 fins 227.9 250.7 273.5 296.2 

Sleep transistor 1 
3 fins 67.8 84.8 *101.7 *118.7 
4 fins 79.5 99.4 *119.2 *139.1 
5 fins 91.2 113.9 *136.7 *159.5 

    * These values change for the OAI logic cells. 
Source: From the author 

 

The insertion of a sleep transistor generates a small increase in the area of logic cells 

that vary from 1.2x to 1.8x in most of the cases. However, there is an exception to the 

OAI21 and OAI211 logic cells. As shown in Figure 5.32 for the OAI21 cell, a diffusion 

break was required to make the connections between the standard design and the sleep 

transistor correctly. For each diffusion break, the ASAP7 PDK demands two dummy 

gates at each end. This constraint increases the estimated area in Table 5.1 around 33% 

and 28% for OAI21 and OAI211 cells designed with sleep transistors, respectively. 

 
Figure 5.32 Diffusion break to connect the sleep transistor to the standard design of 

OAI21 cell 

 

Source: From the author 
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5.2.2 Power Consumption 

The four circuit-level mitigation techniques explored in this work also introduced 

penalties in the power consumption of the logic cells. As expected, approaches that add 

extra transistors bring a higher impact over the power consumption, as shown in Figure 

5.33, considering 5% of deviation and the extra transistor sizing equal to three fins. In 

this way, a design with Schmitt Trigger connected to the cell output suffers the higher 

average impact on power (84.6%). The insertion of decoupling cells has four additional 

transistors. The advantage is that transistors in the cross-coupled mode consume less 

power. For this reason, the average impact on power due to the addition of decoupling 

cells is around 17.6%. Although the sleep transistor presented the fewer area penalty, 

this device connected to the pull-down network introduces a considerable power 

overhead of 50.4%, on average. Finally, the impact of the transistor reordering approach 

on power consumption is around 11.1%. 

 
Figure 5.33 Power penalty of using circuit-level mitigation approaches 

 
Source: From the author 

 

The power penalties increase even more for low levels of WF fluctuations, as shown 

in Table 5.2. This behavior can be seen for all mitigation techniques, but the growth is 

not so significant for the designs using a sleep transistor. On average, a design with 

decoupling cells under 1% of deviation from nominal conditions suffer 12.3% more 

penalties in the power consumption if compared with 5% of deviation. The use of 

Schmitt Trigger remains the approach that most impacts the power of logic cells, 

independently of the level of WF fluctuations.  
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Table 5.2 Power penalty of using circuit-level mitigation approaches with different 
levels of WF fluctuations 

Gates 
Power penalties (%) – 3 fins 

Decoupling cells Sleep transistor Schmitt Trigger 
1% 3% 5% 1% 3% 5% 1% 3% 5% 

INV 31.6 19.7 18.6 60.8 61.3 62.1 99.1 94.1 95.3 
NAND2 19.7 19.4 18.8 55.8 54.7 54.7 99.1 94.3 94.0 
NAND3 43.7 18.9 18.1 53.2 52.9 45.7 95.1 92.1 87.2 
NAND4 29.8 18.4 17.8 50.6 50.2 48.4 90.6 87.2 81.1 
NOR2 31.3 19.6 19.0 55.8 55.6 54.5 98.9 96.8 92.7 
NOR3 30.1 18.9 18.3 51.9 52.1 50.4 93.8 91.0 85.4 
NOR4 29.7 18.4 18.1 49.6 48.9 47.1 89.4 85.5 79.0 
AOI21 29.3 17.6 16.9 51.4 50.9 49.7 89.6 88.6 84.8 
AOI211 29.2 17.9 17.2 50.7 50.7 48.3 88.0 86.6 80.9 
OAI21 27.8 16.3 15.6 50.3 49.9 48.9 83.5 82.7 78.6 
OAI211 26.6 15.3 14.8 46.9 46.5 45.1 78.2 77.1 72.1 
Average 29.9 18.2 17.6 52.5 52.2 50.4 91.4 88.7 84.6 

Source: From the author 
 
The extra devices imposed by decoupling cells, sleep transistor, and Schmitt Trigger 

techniques were evaluated under different number of fins. As expected, larger devices 

increase the power penalties, as demonstrates Table 5.3 considering 5% of deviation. 

Decoupling cells with four and five fins generate an increase in the power consumption 

around 5% and 11%, respectively, when compared with the three fins version. This 

percentage of penalty does not rise to lower levels of variation (1-4%). 

 
Table 5.3 Power penalty of using circuit-level mitigation approaches with different 

number of fins and 5% of deviation 

Techniques 
Power penalties (%) – 4 and 5 fins 

Decoupling 
cells 

Sleep 
Transistor 

Schmitt  
Trigger 

Sizing 4 fins 5 fins 4 fins 5 fins 4 fins 5fins 
INV 24.1 30.5 62.3 63.7 114.6 136.7 
NAND2 24.2 30.5 54.7 54.7 114.1 136.6 
NAND3 23.7 30.0 51.8 52.5 106.5 127.9 
NAND4 23.0 29.3 48.4 48.8 99.7 120.4 
NOR2 24.4 31.0 54.6 55.9 113.5 136.3 
NOR3 23.8 30.1 50.4 51.6 105.8 127.7 
NOR4 23.4 29.6 47.1 48.2 98.8 120.3 
AOI21 21.9 27.9 49.7 51.0 103.8 124.4 
AOI211 20.3 25.7 48.7 49.1 100.0 120.9 
OAI21 22.3 28.4 48.8 50.0 96.0 114.9 
OAI211 19.2 24.4 45.6 46.2 88.4 106.1 
Average 22.7 28.9 51.1 52.0 103.7 124.7 

Source: From the author 
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For the sleep transistor technique, independently of the transistor sizing and the 

levels of WF fluctuations, the impact on power consumption is almost the same, around 

50-53%. The critical case is related to the addition of larger Schmitt Trigger. Each fin 

adds in the design generates a worsening of 20% in the power consumption of logic 

cells, on average. More disadvantages can be seen when lower levels of deviation (1-

4%) were investigated. 

5.2.3 Performance 

The extra transistors of the circuit-level mitigation approaches also introduced a 

performance drop in the logic cells. Figure 5.34 illustrates the delay penalty of all logic 

cells under 5% of deviation using each technique. The connection of Schmitt Triggers 

with three fins in the cell output generates an increase of 74.6% in the delay metric, on 

average. Also observing the average, the impact on the delay halved (36.3%) when 

sleep transistors were adopted instead of the Schmitt Trigger technique. The delay 

overhead introduced by using decoupling cells is around 21.2%, such that the delay is 

much less impacted than the power metric. Finally, the transistor reordering technique 

modifies the performance of complex cells around 3.5%. 
 

Figure 5.34 Delay penalty of using circuit-level mitigation approaches 

 

Source: From the author 
 

With the exception of decoupling cells technique, the penalties on delay decrease for 

low levels of WF fluctuation, on average, as shown in Table 5.4. For the AOI211 and 

NOR cells, the adoption of a sleep transistor introduced a little impact on delay. On the 

other hand, the insertion of decoupling cells can be more interesting for INV, AOI21, 
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OAI21, and NAND cells to reduce the impact on delay. Independently of the levels of 

WF fluctuations, the Schmitt Trigger remains the approach that most impact the 

performance. Larger sleep transistors decrease the impact on delay, as shown in Table 

5.5, considering 5% of deviation. However, if decoupling cells or Schmitt Triggers are 

connected to the output, the influence on the delay grows as the sizing increases.  

 

Table 5.4 Delay penalty of using circuit-level mitigation approaches with different 
levels of WF fluctuations 

Gates 
Delay penalties (%) – 3 fins 

Decoupling cells Sleep transistor Schmitt Trigger 
1% 3% 5% 1% 3% 5% 1% 3% 5% 

INV 24.6 24.2 22.2 125.4 142.4 159.7 212.7 233.3 234.7 
NAND2 21.6 23.0 22.4 66.0 69.0 68.2 107.2 124.0 129.0 
NAND3 37.3 22.8 21.3 48.6 49.7 49.4 78.2 85.2 85.6 
NAND4 21.8 22.1 21.6 32.1 32.8 28.0 39.9 43.6 44.0 
NOR2 24.2 24.1 23.0 1.6 2.2 2.7 23.4 32.1 36.5 
NOR3 23.6 22.9 22.2 2.0 2.3 2.6 27.1 28.9 29.1 
NOR4 20.4 21.8 21.3 1.7 1.9 2.4 30.4 29.9 28.0 
AOI21 22.5 21.7 20.1 26.8 23.7 22.0 78.9 82.2 81.7 
AOI211 25.4 20.9 19.9 1.8 2.5 2.7 28.1 29.7 29.3 
OAI21 22.4 21.6 20.0 23.1 20.3 18.8 47.6 52.9 54.5 
OAI211 20.3 19.5 18.8 45.6 43.8 43.1 51.9 55.6 56.9 
Average 24.0 22.2 21.2 34.0 35.5 36.3 65.9 72.5 73.6 

Source: From the author 
 

Table 5.5 Delay penalty of using circuit-level mitigation approaches with different 
number of fins and 5% of deviation 

Techniques 
Power penalties (%) – 4 and 5 fins 

Decoupling 
cells 

Sleep 
Transistor 

Schmitt  
Trigger 

Sizing 4 fins 5 fins 4 fins 5 fins 4 fins 5fins 
INV 29.2 37.5 138.9 140.3 243.9 252.9 
NAND2 29.0 36.4 58.9 53.3 137.9 146.9 
NAND3 28.1 35.6 41.9 37.5 94.4 103.8 
NAND4 27.5 35.3 32.6 29.4 54.1 61.9 
NOR2 29.1 37.8 2.0 2.0 45.7 55.1 
NOR3 28.2 36.3 2.1 2.1 38.0 47.4 
NOR4 27.1 35.0 2.1 1.8 36.5 45.6 
AOI21 26.2 34.1 15.2 11.0 86.9 93.9 
AOI211 25.8 33.2 2.3 2.0 37.5 49.8 
OAI21 26.1 33.9 12.1 7.9 70.9 83.0 
OAI211 24.3 31.5 35.9 32.0 68.0 72.4 
Average 27.3 35.2 31.3 29.0 83.1 92.1 

Source: From the author 
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5.3 Overall Comparison 

This subsection summarizes all conclusions obtained in this thesis and point out the 

best circuit-level mitigation technique depending on the target application. Logic cells 

can be submitted to high (5%), medium (3%), or low (1%) levels of WF fluctuations, 

such that these variations can impact the power, propagation delays or both. The 

sensitivity of logic cells to the process variations is measured through the normalized 

standard deviation (σ/μ relation). As previously presented, the deviation on power and 

propagation delays due to the process variations are denominated in this work as power 

and delay variability.  

Figure 5.35 shows the impact of a fabrication process with 5% of deviation when the 

standard version or circuit-level mitigation approaches are adopted in the design. The 

best technique to attenuate the impact on power variability is based on the insertion of 

Schmitt Triggers. Even for lower levels of deviation, the addition of Schmitt Trigger 

remains the most advantageous. After that, the most indicated technique to power 

variability mitigation is the insertion of sleep transistors or decoupling cells. For designs 

with 5% of deviation, the improvement of both techniques is similar. However, for 

lower levels of WF fluctuation (1-4%), the sleep transistor approach is the second best 

option. Finally, the technique with fewer gains on power variability attenuation is the 

transistor reordering.  

 

Figure 5.35 Power variability using circuit-level mitigation approaches 

 
Source: From the author 
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For the delay variability mitigation, it is harder to find a general trend for all logic 

cells evaluated, as shown in Figure 5.36. Except for the AOI21 and OAI21 cells, the 

insertion of a Schmitt Trigger is the best technique to improve the delay variability. The 

second alternative also varies according to the logic cells. For example, the adoption of 

a sleep transistor is better than decoupling cells for the NAND and OAI211 cells, but 

the opposite happens for the INV, NOR, and AOI211 cells. For the AOI21 and OAI21 

cells, the first best option is using the sleep transistors, and after, the Schmitt Trigger 

transistor is more indicated. The transistor reordering technique only brought significant 

advantages of delay variability mitigation for the OAI211 cell. For lower levels of WF 

fluctuations (1-4%), the same tendency was observed for all logic cells.  

 

Figure 5.36 Delay variability using circuit-level mitigation approaches 

 
Source: From the author 

 

The four techniques used to mitigate the effects of process variations and radiation-

induced soft errors introduced some penalties regarding area, power consumption, and 

performance. Transistor reordering technique has no area penalties, and the impact on 

power and performance is small. However, this technique not presented significant 

improvements to the effects caused by process variations on complex cells. Moreover, 

the reordering of transistors becomes the logic cells more sensitive to soft errors.  

The connection of Schmitt Trigger in the output of logic cells is the best way to 

decrease the impact of process variations significantly and also to obtain logic cells free 

of faults even at the near-threshold regime. However, higher penalties are observed, 
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mainly regarding power consumption and performance. The insertion of decoupling 

cells has the same area penalty of Schmitt Trigger technique, but the drawbacks in 

power consumption and performance are halved. Moreover, a design with decoupling 

cells decreases the soft error susceptibility of logic gates. The sleep transistor approach 

introduced low area penalties and logic cells free of faults even at near-threshold 

regime, but the impact on power consumption and performance is considerable. For 

most of techniques and logic cells analyzed, the penalties are higher with lower levels of 

WF fluctuation. 

Decoupling cells with a larger number of fins increases, even more, the robustness 

of logic cells. However, the penalties increase as the number of fins also increases. But 

for this technique, the penalties introduced are still agreeable. In the same way, larger 

Schmitt Triggers in the design increases the power variability mitigation, but the 

technique drawbacks on power consumption and performance are unacceptable. On the 

other hand, sleep transistors with a larger number of fins does not minimize the 

sensitivity of logic cells significantly. For this reason, larger sleep transistors are not 

advised due to the high penalties involved.  

In general, considering the average results of logic cells obtained for all circuit-level 

mitigation approaches as well as an overall evaluation about all topics and test scenarios 

presented in this work, it is possible to conclude that: 

1. Schmitt Trigger is the best technique if the focus of designers is only improving 

the impact of variability, without any area, performance or power requirements; 

2. Sleep transistor is the best option if the focus of designers is in incresing the 

process variability robustness, but they have some area restrictions; 

3. Decoupling cells are indicated if the focus of designers is in improving the 

impact of variability, but they have some power or performance requirements; 

4. Sleep transistor or Schmitt Trigger are the best choices if the focus of designers 

in only decrease the soft error susceptibility; 

5. Sleep transistor is more indicated if the focus of designers is attenuate the impact 

of soft errors, but they have some area constraints; 

6. Decoupling cells is the best alternative if the focus of designers is in improving 

the process variability effects and also become a circuit more robust to transient 

faults, with acceptable penalties on area, performance, and power consumption.  
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As previously mentioned in the introduction, few works are exploring circuit-level 

approaches to mitigate the effects of process variability and soft error in FinFET 

technologies. Currently, there are four works available in the literature directly related 

to the subject of this thesis.  

In (MORAES et al., 2018), the traditional inverters of FinFET full adders were 

replaced by Schmitt Triggers at the layout level, and the process variability sensitivity 

of these circuits was verified. For the most cases evaluated, the adoption of Schmitt 

Triggers improve the power and delay variability, but with significative overhead, 

mainly on the area. The results obtained in (MORAES et al., 2018) are in agreement 

with those presented in this thesis. However, all overheads are more prominent due to 

the insertion of more than one Schmitt Trigger in the design of full adders.  

In (BRENDLER et al., 2018b), different complex cells were designed at the layout 

level using the multi-level design (only with NAND gates). The process variability and 

soft error sensitivity were analyzed considering both topologies. Despite the area 

impact, the multi-level design mitigates at least 50% the delay variability when 

compared with the version of complex gates. Moreover, the multi-level version 

improves over 45%, on average, the fault coverage evaluation from SET effects. The 

improvements obtained in (BRENDLER et al., 2018b) are similar to the Schmitt Trigger 

technique applied in this thesis, but the penalties on area, delay, and power are higher. 

The comparison among the soft error results is not fare, because in (BRENDLER et al., 

2018b), the fault injection happens though the double-exponential current using SPICE 

simulations.  

In (CALOMARDE et al., 2014) and (ALGHAREB et al., 2017), circuit-level 

techniques based on the strengthening and redundancy were applied in FinFET circuits 

to enhance the soft error susceptibility, respectively. Although both approaches 

demonstrated very promising outcomes regarding soft error robustness, the experiments 

consider the estimation using the double exponential and are not considering the layout 

features. In this way, the comparison with this thesis also does not suitable.   
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

FinFET devices were widely adopted by the semiconductor industry for technology 

nodes sub-22nm, raising essential topics related to the reliability of electronic systems. 

The small geometric patterns imposed by advanced technologies intensify the process 

variations as well as the higher density allows that a single energetic particle affects 

multiple adjacent nodes. The main consequences of these challenges are the parametric 

yield loss, and the critical failures on system behavior, which can lead to financial or 

human life losses. The impact of process variability continues to increase at each new 

technology node, becoming harder to keep the technology scaling down using FinFET 

devices. From a design standpoint, process variations and radiation-induced soft errors 

in FinFET nodes require an accurate estimative, besides new design methodologies able 

to reduce the effects caused by them.  

According to the literature review, there are few works proposing techniques to 

attenuate the impact of the process variations and soft errors, specifically for FinFET 

technologies. Moreover, there is a lack of circuit-level mitigation approaches exploring 

changes in the design to achieve more robust solutions. In this way, this thesis advances 

the state-of-the-art providing: 

1. The evaluation of FinFET logic cells under process variability and radiation 

effects using a 7-nm FinFET predictive process design kit (PDK); 

2. The design of logic cells using four different circuit-level approaches to mitigate 

the impact caused by work-function fluctuations and soft errors;  

3. A trade-off between the gains and penalties of each approach regarding the area, 

performance, power consumption, SET pulse width, and SET cross-section; 

4. The mitigation tendency of the circuit-level techniques when different levels of 

the process variation, transistor sizing, and LET were applied in the design.  

The circuit-level mitigation approaches explored in this thesis were the transistor 

reordering, and the insertion of decoupling cells, Schmitt Triggers, and sleep transistors.  

In general, all these techniques reduce the process variability effects and the soft error 

susceptibility, introducing fewer penalties, implementation cost, and design complexity 

when compared with the few alternatives available in the literature.  

The transistor reordering technique can increase up to 8% the robustness of complex 

cells under process variations (5% of deviation). However, this method is not favorable 
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to soft error mitigation, increasing the susceptibility of complex cells up to 20% for low 

LETs. Among all technique evaluated, the transistor reordering presented fewer power 

and performance overheads, besides it has no area penalties.  

The adopting of decoupling cells shows interesting outcomes for power variability 

control under levels of variation above 4%. On the other hand, this technique is efficient 

for the reduction of delay variability independently of the levels of variation. The higher 

improvements in the delay variability can be seen for lower levels of variation (1-3%). 

The design with decoupling cells decreases the soft error susceptibility around 10% for 

a high LET (58MeV.cm2.mg-1). The gains with lower LETs can reach a maximum of 

4%. This technique presented a large area overhead, but a smaller impact on power and 

performance metrics. 

The best approach to control the process variations is the connection of a Schmitt 

Trigger in the output of FinFET cells. This technique can improve the delay variability 

up to 50%, mainly for manufacturing process with 2-4% of WF deviations. For the 

power variability, higher robustness was obtained with higher levels of variations (4-

5%). Moreover, all logic cells investigated are free of faults, even at the near-threshold 

regime (0.3V) and under the influence of a high LET (58MeV.cm2.mg-1). However, as 

this technique adds six extra transistors, it introduces higher penalties in area and power. 

The insertion of a sleep transistor between the pull-down network and the ground 

rail is advantageous mainly for power variability control. The improvements for some 

cells exceed 10% for higher levels of variation (4-5%). On the other hand, the efficiency 

of this method for delay variability reduction depends on how the transistors are 

arranged with the sleep transistor in the pull-down network. This technique is also free 

of faults, even at the near-threshold regime (0.3V) and under the influence of a high 

LET (58MeV.cm2.mg-1). The layout with a sleep transistor introduces a small area 

overhead, but the impact in power and performance metrics is very significant.  

A design with larger decoupling cells (four or five fins) is advantageous for process 

variability mitigation, with an acceptable increase on overheads. The Schmitt Trigger 

with a larger number of fins also improves the sensibility to WF fluctuations, but the 

technical drawbacks involved are unacceptable. On the other hand, increasing the sizing 

of the sleep transistor not change the sensitivity to process variability significantly.  

The choice of the more appropriate technique depends on the target application, and 

its requirements regarding area, power consumption, and performance. The Schmitt 
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Trigger technique presented the best results for process variability mitigation and 

radiation hardness. However, this approach introduces critical penalties on area, delay, 

and power consumption. In this way, if a designer wants to improve the reliability of the 

circuit introducing more acceptable penalties, a design with decoupling cells is more 

indicated to control the delay variability. On the other hand, for obtain a reduction in the 

power variability and soft error susceptibility, the best option is to use the sleep 

transistor technique.  

Finally, this thesis provides a set of information useful to help: 1) the semiconductor 

industry to obtain a parametric yield improvements avoiding the many stages of 

redesign; 2) the designers to introduce a mitigation technique at the layout level for a 

given application knowing all the pros and cons of adopting it; and 3) the aerospace 

industry such as ONERA, the French Aerospace Lab, to design more reliable systems 

for the next generation of nano-satellite constellations. 

6.1 Future Works 
There are several possibilities of new experiments and test scenarios that can be 

done from this thesis. First, it is possible to extend this research exploring two more 

potential approaches for improving the robustness of FinFET logic cells: multi-finger 

design (FORERO et al., 2017) and dual-gate pitch (MARELLA et al., 2015). Both 

techniques should be implemented at the layout level.  

An in-depth study can be done to discover the best places to put these cells in a 

chain of gates, such that it is not practical to apply decoupling cells, Schmitt Triggers, or 

sleep transistors in all logic cells of integrated circuits. Also, it is crucial to understand 

better as each technique contributed to attenuate the effects of process variations and 

radiation-induced soft errors. Moreover, some ways to reduce the technique drawbacks 

(area, power, delay) imposed by the circuit-level mitigation approaches explored in this 

work need to be investigated.  

Another possibility of future work is the evaluation of WF fluctuations and the soft 

errors together, considering the worst-case scenario of faults to introduce the process 

variations on circuits. Furthermore, the impact of the process variations also can be 

estimated using as metric the power-delay-product (PDP), which offers an accurate 

trade-off between the results of power and delay variability. Finally, a cell library for 

digital designs can be developed focusing on reliability issues, such as process 

variability mitigation and radiation hardness.  
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